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WORK-TO-FAMILY CONFLICT OF
HIGH SCHOOL ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS

Stephen G. Aspleaf, Ed. D.

University o f Nebraska, 2001

Advisor: Dr. Gary Hartzell
The high school assistant principal is often caught between competing
expectations o f work and family domains. The resulting difference between expectations
is entitled work-family conflict.
The purpose o f this study was to examine specifically work-to-family conflict
among high school assistant principals. The work-to-family conflict model as developed
by Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) and further developed by Stephens and Sommer (1996)
was used. The Stephens and Sommer survey instrument was modified to fit the
educational setting. The assistant principal sample was selected from public high schools
from the states o f Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska.
Given the fact that all professional positions have elements o f stress, the presence
o f work-to-family conflict was assumed. This study provided no evidence that the
intensity o f such conflict varies at a statistically significant level as a result o f gender.
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family composition, school demographics, number o f assistant principals assigned to the
building, years in the job, or assigned job duties.
The results o f this study provide additional information about the high school
assistant principalship and the antecedents o f work-to-family conflict. The findings may
have implications for administrative preparation programs and for school districts
attempting to retain qualified administrators.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Work-family conflict is a stressor evident in the lives o f men and women in
professional careers. Work-family conflict is the stress felt when an individual must
choose between work commitments and family commitments. Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn,
Snoek, and Rosenthal (1964) define work-family conflict as a form o f interrole conflict in
which the role pressures from work and family domains are mutually incompatible.
Working mothers have become a larger proportion o f the labor market. Sixtyeight percent o f working females are mothers with children under the age o f 18 years
(Bureau o f Labor Statistics, 1998). Many men are shifting their focus away from work to
becoming more involved with their families (Pleck. 1985). As job expectations increase,
so can conflict or stress between career and family. Because professionals are so
immersed in their careers, they may encounter difficulty in separating themselves from
work after hours (Mortimer. 1980).
There is a large body o f research relevant to work-family conflict, role conflict
and job stress. These studies, mostly completed in the private sector (e.g., Greenhaus &
Beutell, 1985; Higgins. Duxbury. & Irving, 1992; Pleck, 1985), have indicated that when
forced to choose, men predominately select career over family, resulting in extra hours at
the office or on the road away from family. Women tend to choose family over career
primarily because they assume the role o f primary caretaker o f the family unit
(Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985; Pleck, 1985). Little research, however, has investigated the
work-family conflict o f school administrators, including high school assistant principals.
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W hat has been written has been either ancillary opinion literature describing the job
function or duties o f the high school assistant principal or generalized information about
stress and work-family conflict o f school administrators.
Recent research points to the time, accelerated pace, and level o f intensity that
school leadership requires: few studies, however, look at the family liabilities that
may occur due to the extraordinary amounts o f time principals must devote to
school duties. Responsibilities and time commitments o f school administration
and supporting the children o f others may pull school leaders from supporting
their own children. Juggling school and home may lead to guilt for
administrators, resentment for family members, and significant stress for all
involved (Bruckner, 1996, p. 32).
Purpose Statement
The purpose o f this study was to explore the nature o f work-to-family conflict in
the lives o f high school assistant principals.
Research Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were drawn from the literature and used to guide the
study:
1. Female high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f workto-family conflict than do male high school assistant principals.
2. High school assistant principals with children at home experience a greater
degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals with no children at home.
3. High school assistant principals serving in low SES schools experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals serving
in medium or high SES schools.
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4. Urban high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f work-tofamily conflict than do high school assistant principals from either rural, city, or suburban
schools.
5. High school assistant principals with three years or less experience in that
position experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school
assistant principals who have more than three years experience in that position.
6. High school assistant principals who serve alone in a building experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals working in schools
with two or more assistant principals.
7. High school assistant principals who are primarily responsible for student
discipline or who manage the student activities program experience a greater degree o f
work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals with other job
responsibilities.
Theoretical Framework
Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) developed the theoretical framework undergirding
this study. Their model posits that work-family conflict is a form o f interrole conflict
where role expectations or pressures from the work domain and the family domain are
incompatible. Work-family conflict is bi-directional, which means it can develop in
either o f the two domains and affect the other. While work-family conflict has been
studied multidimensionally (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985; Stephens & Sommer, 1996),
there has been little effort to investigate a unidirectional model specifically examining
how conflict from one domain might affect the other. Greenhaus and Beutell (1985)
were able to examine a unidirectional form o f work-family conflict originating in the
work domain. This form o f work-family conflict is called work-to-family conflict
(W >FC) and occurs when the effects o f fulfilling work domain roles and expectations
spill over into the family domain.
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Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) postulate that work-family conflict has three
dimensions. Time-based conflict exists when time devoted to one role makes it difficult
to fulfill the expectations o f the other role. Strain-based conflict exists when stressors
from one role produce physical or psychological strain that interferes with the fulfillment
o f the other role. Behavior-based conflict exists when the behaviors o f one role are
incompatible with the expected or desired behaviors needed to fulfill the other role and a
subject is called upon to shift behavior modes in moving from one domain to the other
(see Figure 1).
Stephens and Sommer (1996) developed a measure o f work-to-family conflict that
utilized these three dimensions and addressed many o f the concerns Greenhaus and
Beutell (1985) expressed. The Stephens and Sommer instrument examines one direction
o f work-family conflict: work-to-family conflict.
This study sought to determine if the same work-to-family conflict hypothesized
by Stephens and Sommer (1996) was relevant to school administrators — in particular to
high school assistant principals. If the spillover effects o f work have a strong influence
on family life, and if family conditions affect employee performance and turnover, then
organizations such as public schools might benefit from developing strategies to reduce
work-to-family conflict levels.
Assumptions
Three assumptions underlay this study. These assumptions are based on
references in relevant literature. Assumptions 1 and 2 deal with the nature o f the assistant
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principalship and are elaborated upon in the literature review in Chapter 2. The third
assumption deals with methodology and is further explained on page 61 in Chapter 3.
1. Work-to-family conflict is a feature o f every job (Bacharach & Bamberger, 1990;
Cooper & Marshall, 1976). The nature and intensity o f the conflict varies from job to job
and from time to time within a given job, but there is an on-going tension at some level
between the demands o f one’s professional life and one’s personal life.
2. The assistant principalship is a time-consuming, emotionally charged, and stressful
position (Gmelch, 1978; Reasoner, 1995; Reed & Himmler, 1985). These elements also
vary from assistant principal to assistant principal and within a given assistant
principalship over time, but they are a consistent characteristic o f the job.
3.

The mean substitution process in statistical analysis is an acceptable method o f

dealing with missing data from unanswered survey questions (Raaijmakers, 1999; Roth,
1994).
Delimitations o f the Studv
Because many state accreditation standards mandate that school boards appoint an
assistant principal when student enrollment reaches a certain level, the sample was
limited to high school assistant principals serving in schools with student populations o f
500 or more.
Because o f population availability and researcher access support, the assistant
principals selected to participate in this study were drawn only from high schools in
Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska.
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Limitations o f the Study
Three limitations affect this study. One limitation o f this study was the fact that
the surveys were mailed out to respondents. The results may not be truly representative
o f the sample because o f the possibility that those most stressed by their jobs may not
have had the time or inclination to respond.
A second limitation o f the study was the reliance on respondents' self-reported
attitudinal data. Every attempt was made to guarantee anonymity o f the respondents to
encourage honest, open responses. However, responses may still have been shaded by
respondents’ desire to provide socially desired answers (Watkins & Cheung, 1999).
Results may have been further influenced by response consistency, a problem commonly
encountered in survey research (Carlson, 1999). An attempt to control this problem was
made through instrument reliability measures.
A final limitation o f the study may be my personal bias as a researcher. While the
inherent objectivity o f mathematics prevents the injection o f bias in statistical analysis,
my experiences as a current high school assistant principal may have influenced how
some o f the data were interpreted.
Definition o f Terms
Secondary assistant principal was defined as ”a subordinate secondary school
building administrator who uses the word ’principal’ in his/her title along with the
adjective ‘assistant’, ‘vice’, or ‘associate” ' (Smith, 1984, p. 6).
Assistant principal responsible for student discipline or an assistant principal
responsible for student activities was defined as a term applied to assistant principals
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whose job descriptions define these duties as 50% or more o f the given APs
responsibilities.
Assistant principals fulfilling other job duties would typically be responsible for
instructional related activities (i.e., curriculum and instruction, student scheduling, or
special education administration).
Rural was defined as a town or rural setting with a population o f fewer than 5,000
people.
Citv was defined as an area with a population o f 5,001 to 149,000 people divided
into two subgroups to disaggregate data from large and small cities. A small city would
have a population o f 5,001 to 24,999 and a large city would have a population o f 25,000
to 149,999. These areas are not suburban and are not attached to a larger metropolitan
area.
Suburban was defined as an area attached or related to a city o f 150,000 or more.
Urban was defined as an area populated with more than 150,000. divided into two
subgroups to disaggregate data from large and small urban areas. A small urban area
would have a population o f 150,000 to 750,000 people. A large urban area would have a
population over 750,000.
Time-based conflict was defined as competition for an individual's time from
multiple role demands Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985).
Strain-based conflict was defined as a strain or stress o f one domain that induces
physical or psychological strain in an individual that restricts the ability to fulfill the role
expectations in the other domain (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985).
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Behavior-based conflict was defined as the result o f behaviors appropriate to one
domain that are inappropriate for the other domain (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985).
Significance o f the Study
Contribution to Research. There is little literature available on work-to-family
conflict o f school administrators in general and even less on the work-to-family conflict
o f high school assistant principals. This study contributed to the research literature on the
high school assistant principalship and the work-to-family conflict o f school
administrators in general and to the larger body o f work-to-family conflict research by
examining the concepts in a previously unstudied context.
Contribution to Practice. The results o f this study may help aspiring educational
leaders gain a better understanding o f the physical and mental demands and job-related
stressors o f the high school assistant principalship. Aspiring administrators may gain an
understanding o f the potential these demands carry for causing work-to-family conflict.
Development o f this understanding prior to accepting an administrative position may
reduce the potential o f turnover or early departure from the position.
Institutions involved in the training o f aspiring school administrators could use
this research to better prepare individuals for the realities o f school administration.
Insights gained from this study also may be useful in identifying strategies to
reduce the amount o f work-to-family conflict imposed upon the high school assistant
principal by organization and community expectations.
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Outline o f the Study
Chapter 2 presents a review o f the literature relative to work-family conflict,
work-to-family conflict o f school administrators, work-to-family conflict o f assistant high
school principals, and the role o f high school assistant principals. Chapter 3 describes the
research design o f the survey study and describes the methodology and procedures that
were used to gather and analyze the data for the study. Chapter 4 presents the research
findings and analyses that emerged from the study. Chapter 5, the final chapter, contains
the summary o f the study and findings, conclusions drawn from the findings, and
implications.
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Work Domain

Family Domain

R o l e P r e s s u r e I n c o m p a ti b i li t y

Illustrative Pressures:
Hours Worked
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Schedule

Time ► Time devoted to one role

Illustrative Pressures:
Young Children

^ T im e

makes it difficult to fulfill
requirements o f another
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Large Families
Spouse Employment

Shiftwork

Role Conflict
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S tr a in ^ Strain produced by one role ^"Strain r
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requirements o f the other

Family Conflict

I
Low Spouse Support

role.
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roIe makes it difficult to
and Objectivity
fulfill the requirements o f
another role.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model o f work-family conflict proposed by Greenhaus and Beutell
(1986).
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CHAPTER 2
Review o f the Literature
This literature review is anchored in two specific areas o f research - (1) that
regarding work-to-family conflict, and (2) that regarding the assistant principalship.
These specific areas o f research were expanded by materials from other disciplines,
including, among others, research related to gender differences in the work place, urban
schools research, organizational socialization research, and family development research.
Taken together, the results from these bodies o f research suggested a set o f seven
hypotheses that established and grounded the substance and purpose o f this research
study.
Work-Family Conflict
Stephens and Sommer (1996) examined the spillover effect o f conflict in the
family domain that originates from the work domain. Greenhaus and Beutell (1985)
investigated the antecedents o f work-family conflict. Their meta-analysis o f 18 previous
studies posits three dimensions o f work-family conflict: time-based conflict, strain-based
conflict, and behavior-based conflict. They were able to examine a unidirectional form
o f work-family conflict originating in the work domain. This form o f work-family
conflict is called work-to-family conflict (W>FC). Frone, Russell and Cooper (1992)
reported that respondents cited incidents o f work-to-family conflict three times as often
as incidents o f family-to-work conflict.
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The Intrusion o f Work into the Home and Family
Piotrkowski (1979) describes the family as a social system. This would suggest
that a family cannot be seen solely as a collection o f individuals. Rather, it is a social
group that is continuous in time. In her view, the family is a social unit composed o f
individual people and unique roles that interact with each other within the confines o f
implicit psychological and social rules. Rothausen (1999) defines a family as a group o f
individuals "who are interested in one another due to dependence, obligation or duty,
love, caring or cooperation" (p. 819).
The social system or social structure o f families has changed dramatically over
the past few decades. Women have been entering the job market because o f either career
aspirations or economic necessity. Employed women with children have increased
consistently each year. Households maintained by an employed woman with an
unemployed spouse have increased 5% from 65.9% in 1996 to 69.2% in 1997 (Bureau o f
Labor Statistics, 1998). Only 4% o f families today can be described as the "traditional
nuclear" family where the husband works and the wife stays home to take care o f the
children and the home (Stephens & Sommer, 1996). The latter part o f the 20th century
has created a phenomenon where both the husband and wife are experiencing hectic
schedules that may affect the family social structure described by Piotrkowski. Sotile and
Sotile (1998) state that demands on people’s time are a major source o f discontent in
families. "Especially among the middle class and affluent, everyone in the family has a
hectic schedule and the schedules rarely mesh" (p. 22). They contend that a family
shapes itself through the amount o f time members commit to spend with each other.
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They argue that there is no family if there is no time committed to one another as a
family.
Work-family conflict can manifest itself when the time required to perform both
work roles exceeds the time available (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985; Piotrkowski, 1979;
Voyandoff, 1988). The most frequent manifestation o f work-family conflict is when the
individual is caught between two groups o f people who demand different kinds o f
behavior or expect different outcomes (Cooper & Marshall, 1976).
Experiencing this role conflict between various roles is prevalent, even inevitable,
when an individual is subject to multiple roles (Guelzow, Bird, & Koball, 1991; Tompson
& W emer, 1997) and domestic activities (Cooper & Marshall, 1976). The allocation o f
resources, time and commitment between occupational roles and domestic roles may
create stress or psychological strain that can lead to decreased organizational
commitment (Campbell & Campbell, 1994).
In summary, work-to-family conflict occurs when an individual is caught in
between work and family demands. Work domain expectations are in direct conflict with
family domain expectations. An individual must devote more time to the work domain
while sacrificing the family domain in order to meet demand or deadlines. An individual
may also exhibit successful behavior in the work domain that is incompatible with
expected behavior in the family domain. While many o f the studies cited in this chapter
concerned individuals in professional careers, most o f the studies were o f professionals in
the private sector. Results o f these studies may not be generalizable because the demands
and expectations o f those in the private sector may be different from those in the public
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sector. Few studies have examined the role conflict o f professionals in the public sector
who are subject to scrutiny by the public or an elected administrative board o f directors.
The work-to-family conflict research formed this study by defining time-based,
strain-based, and behavior-based work-to-family conflict. How each type o f conflict
relates to the lives of high school APs was then explained through examination o f the AP
research - alone or in conjunction with gender, urban schools, organizational
socialization, or parental research.
Tim e-based Work-to-Familv Conflict
Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) define time-based conflict as competition for an
individual's time from multiple role demands. Time pressures are defined as having too
much to do in a limited time (Mauno & Kinnunen, 1999).
Time-based conflict is a consequence o f meeting high expectations (Higgins et
al„ 1992). Employers often expect professionals to work in excess o f 8 hours a day or in
excess o f 5 days a week. Shifts have changed from the traditional 5-day work week and
8 hour days to 4-day workweeks and 10-hour shifts or 3-day workweeks and 12-hour
shifts in several service-oriented businesses. Reengineering in hospitals has created long
consecutive work shifts or rotating shifts to save money yet it has caused work-family
conflict (Shindul-Rothschild, Long-Middleton, & Berry, 1997). Employees may see
working these excessive hours or irregular shifts as a means o f advancement within the
organization or jo b retention. Work-family conflict occurs when parents must meet these
high demands or expectations as well as tending to household and child care
responsibilities (Higgins etal.. 1992; Mauno & Kinnunen, 1999; Wiersma, 1994).
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Working long hours has been associated with high levels o f work-family conflict
and family strain (Eagle, 1995; Ferber, O ’Farrell, & Allen, 1991; Greenhaus & Beutell,
1985; Mauno & Kinnunen, 1999; Staines & Pleck, 1983; Voyandoff, 1988). Workfamily conflict has been associated with the amount o f overtime worked and irregular
work shifts (Eagle, 1995; Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985; Gutek, Searle & Klepa, 1991).
Working long hours limits the extent to which workers are physically
available for family activities, while evening and weekend work often
prevents workers from being available for family activities that occur at
specific times, for example, school-related activities and family gatherings
(Voyandoff, 1988, p. 758).
However, working weekends or working variable day shifts was not significantly related
to work-family conflict in their study (Staines & Pleck, 1983).
Time Demands o f the Assistant Principal (A PI. An assistant principal's
frustration and stress levels increase when he or she is required to put in long hours in
order to complete job-related tasks. This frustration is compounded when long hours are
spent on tasks that are disagreeable or have no measurable outcome (M arshall, 1992).
Lacey (1992) reported that Chicago APs suffered from task overload due to the number
o f hours required to complete school safety, clerical, managerial and supervisory duties.
Marshall (1993) stated that APs are the first many turn to with problems because they are
in the building more than anyone else.
Time on the job. Halsey (1995), in a recent dissertation study, reviewed AP job
logs documenting the time spent on the job. The average start time was 6:57 a.m. and the
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average end time was 7:15 p.m. The average length o f the workday was 12 hours and 18
minutes. Garawski (1978) surveyed 164 APs in southeastern Pennsylvania. In his study,
an identified area o f AP dissatisfaction was completing tasks that required a workday o f
10 hours or more. Black (1980) reported that the average length o f the workday was 10
hours a day. Thirty-three o f the respondents in the study spent 1 or 2 hours an evening to
com plete job-related duties or to attend meetings.
Bruckner (1996) surveyed 1,325 school administrators in Nebraska, working with
the N ebraska Council o f School Administrators (NCSA). In this survey study, she found
that administrators spent most o f their evenings back at school. High school
principals spent 11.6 week night evenings out o f 20 involved with school activities.
Superintendents spent 11.3 week night evenings out o f 20 with school-related activities.
M iddle level administrators spent 6.5 out o f 20 week nights and elementary level
adm inistrators spent fewer evenings back at school—7.3 week nights out o f 20.
Halsey (1995) completed his doctoral research and dissertation using a qualitative
approach. Qualitative research is descriptive in nature and data is taken from words or
pictures rather than from numbers. The qualitative approach allows a researcher to
investigate how different people act and react in situations (Bogdan & Bilken, 1998). It
is necessary, therefore, to share portions o f his qualitative participant interviews because
therein lies the rich data. Below are three participant interviews o f APs and their feelings
relevant to the amount o f time needed to complete job-related tasks.
My job is the antithesis o f what I thought it was going to be. First o f all,
I thought I would have more control o f my time because the bell would not
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be driving me from classroom to classroom. This was funny, because now
I have a belief that my life functions in 90 second segues which means that
I don’t find the time that I thought I was going to find (Halsey, 1995, p. 75).
A second participant shares his/her thoughts on the amount o f time.
I think sometimes we don’t work very healthy. You know when you put
in three 15 or 16 hour days in a row...I don’t think I’m very effective
after the second night out and I think that’s what I like the least. Just
the shear amount o f time it takes (Halsey, 1995, p. 77).
A third participant has a more in depth opinion o f the amount o f time the position
requires.
I think there should be not only flexibility in the school day, but in our
jobs. There are times when I need to be here until 9:00 or 10:00 p.m. at
night, but that doesn't necessarily require that the next morning I’m here at
6:30 a.m. because it doesn't make me a very effective professional. I need
to arrive at 8:00 a.m. and start the day fresh. We need to just shift our
thinking o f what the role o f the assistant principal is. It is difficult...right
now there are four o f us here and with the principal, there’s five and the
unwritten rule should be 2 nights in a row and we don’t expect to see you
until 10:00 a.m. and we’ll cover the position so that you can do whatever
you need to...but that’s not the mindset now...it’s work, work, work or
get sick until you drop (Halsey, 1995, p. 163).
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Hartzell, Williams, and Nelson (1995) provide a qualitative approach to studying
the work-lives o f first-year APs. They offer the following participant interviews from
first-year APs from Nebraska, California, and Washington. One AP offers this
information relevant to the amount o f time spent on the job.
The amount o f time! I knew there was going to be some time, but I didn't
know it was going to be like this. I’m working 6 days a week. I get here at
7 [a.m.]. I leave at anywhere between 6:00 and 7:00 [p.m.], if there’s not a
game. If there is, then I get here at 7:00, leave at 10:00, 10:30 or 11:00.
And then I come back on Saturdays or Sundays for a 2- to 4-hour stint
depending on how many memos I have to do, how much planning for the
next week. At some point. I’m going to have to make a decision whether
it’s worth it or not to do what I’m doing now, in terms o f the hours I'm
putting in, 'cause I’m letting some things slip, but I’m also very infatuated
with this job right now (Hartzell et al., 1995. p. 39).
Tim e Awav from Family. The AP must accomplish the work role of the assistant
principalship and put in long hours working with other's children. He or she must
balance this role with his or her own family role. Hartzell et al. (1995) offer these two
qualitative interviews.
One o f my frustrations is the lack o f time with my family. I knew the job
took time, but I didn’t expect it to be that much. I only see my [teenage]
son about 2 hours a week. He works and goes to school. I couldn’tw ouldn’t-have done it with small children (pp. 40-41).
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The second interviewee has the following comments relevant to time with family.
I have two sons. For them to make demands on my time after a very
long and frustrating day is very hard to take and very difficult for them to
understand. This is a surprise because I used to see administrators in my
former school district on weekends express some o f what I’m saying now.
I don’t want my family to start seeming like an obligation (p. 138).
In summary, the literature relevant to time-based work-to-family conflict and the
time demands on an AP indicates that high school APs experience work-to-family
conflict.
Strain-Based Work-to-Familv Conflict
Greenhaus and Beutell 1985) state that strain-based conflict appears when
stressors in one domain induce physical or psychological strain in an individual that
restricts the ability to fulfill the role expectations in the other domain. These strains may
manifest themselves in the form o f anxiety, tension, fatigue, irritability, or depression.
Negative spillover from the workplace to the home is a result o f work-to-family conflict.
Bartolome and Evans (1980) suggest that stressful events at work (i.e., new job, poor job
fit, or disappointment in not meeting expectations) will produce the same physical or
psychological strains mentioned above.
Job-related or job-induced stress results in spillover into the home (Nieva. 1985).
Exhaustion, irritability and preoccupation are the results o f hard work, fast work or
continued attention to work issues after hours (Pleck. 1985). Attempting to assess the
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level o f conflict between roles or the degree o f role overload in meeting the role demands
creates further stress and role strain (Guelzow et al., 1991).
Strain o f the Assistant Principal. Putting in an inordinate number o f hours during
the school year creates strain on the adm inistrator’s personal life. Marshall (1992)
suggests that APs may experience both role conflict and role overload when their job
responsibilities require so much time. So much time, energy, and emotions are spent that
there is little time left for family obligations. The AP may sacrifice time spent with
friends in order to complete job tasks (Marshall, 1992). The AP, as a result, suffers from
anger and depression. Both men and women experience role conflict but the demands
have a greater impact on female APs (Marshall, 1992). Marshall reported in her book
that surveyed school districts had seen an increase in administrators facing divorce,
family counseling and children feeling alienated because the administrator/parent was
dealing with 1,200 other students.
Bruckner (1997) stated that wives o f Nebraska school administrators were bitter
about the excessive amount o f time that their spouse was at work and away from the
family. Many o f these spouses were left with the burden o f raising small children
without the support o f the spouse.
...T his mother recognized the irony that her husband’s jo b involves working with
students, yet he appeared to be out o f touch with the development o f his own
children and failed to find time to listen to their stories or accomplishments. She
mentioned that her husband always was willing to share information about
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National Merit Scholars from his school, but didn’t know o f the preschool
development o f his own daughter (Bruckner, 1998, p. 25).
While school administrators do bring work home to complete, they also bring
home the emotional baggage o f the job. Bruckner (1997) reported that wives worried
that their husbands could not sleep at night. As an administrator lies in bed at night
thinking about the day, this intense rehashing o f meetings and personal interactions with
staff, students, or parents causes mental strain. This preoccupation with work may lead
to emotional or psychological strain causing work-to-family conflict (Voyandoff, 1988).
Intense role involvement may cause a person to be mentally preoccupied with one role
even when physically attempting to fulfill the duties o f the other role (Frone & Rice,
1987). Halsey (1995) provides the following qualitative account.
I think that job for me was much more o f a physical dilemma than I thought
it was going to be because it required that I did business so differently.
My wife made comments like, "I'v e known you for 20 years and I've
never seen you react this way” . I stopped jogging for awhile...and the first
6 months o f the job I w asn't able to cope with the fact that I couldn't get
everything done. I had not been aware o f my tunnel vision task orientation
which some o f my colleagues laughed at and said, "yeah, but remember
you’re the guy, you were the teacher that if a student gave you a paper on
Monday, you read them on Monday night, and all o f your kids had them
back on Tuesday "...because then the workload came in bits and pieces...I
have now learned and am more able to deal with the fact that I am on
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overload 90% o f the time. It’s something I can actually cope with and
doesn’t cause literal physical reactions that the first 6 months did when I
couldn’t sleep and I couldn’t eat (Halsey, 1995, pp. 88-89).
Hartzell et al. (1995) provide two qualitative interviews illustrating how some
APs react to the emotional strain o f the job.
My wife doesn’t really understand. I talk so much at work. I don’t want
to talk at home. I catch m yself just going “urn-hum" with her. My wife
is a homemaker. Contrast her day with mine. (Hartzell et al., 1995, p. 138)
The second interviewee shares his thoughts about being physically drained at the end o f
the day.
Some nights. I'll be a zombie sitting in front o f the TV and I don't even
like the TV. This is the fourth night in a row I've just zoned out in
front o f it. I almost feel like I need a hobby at home to release myself.
Just talking isn't enough. I don't want to hear about my w ife's day
at her work. It ju st makes me compare her’s to mine, and then I'm
in the swamp again (Hartzell et al., 1995, p. 126).
The AP is preoccupied at home because o f the intensity o f the interactions during
the school day. The jo b 's hectic pace forces an AP to put some issues aside until later.
"Later, at home, these items, which still require attention, bubble to the surface" (Hartzell
et al., 1995, p. 126).
I've been surprised by how much I take home. I didn’t think I would
get as involved with the problems o f these kids like I do, or with some
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o f the relations with the teachers, but I do. There was a big change, a
big surprise in my home life. It might eat at me inside but I don’t discuss
it much. Now I’m starting to. Luckily for me, I’ve been married to the
same person for 24 years. If we had been married less time, I don’t
know...(Hartzell e tal., 1995, p. 126).
In summary, the literature relevant to strain-based work-to-family conflict and the
strain imposed on an AP indicates that high school APs experience work-to-family
conflict.
Behavior-Based W ork-to-Familv Conflict
Behavior-based conflict is the result o f behaviors appropriate to one domain
causing tension because they are inappropriate Greenhaus (1988) states that behaviorbased conflict has not been extensively studied because its predominance is unsure and
there is no valid or reliable means o f measurement.
Wohlman (1975) found a large number of executives and middle-level personnel
had personal and marital problems resulting from their employment. He found that a
large number of middle-level executives performed well in their careers yet failed in their
personal lives. A parent, for example, the father, may demonstrate a certain management
style on the job that is highly effective but be unable to change to the desired behavior for
the family.
Behavior of the Assistant Principal. Individuals carry with them an inherent set of
values or beliefs. These values or beliefs are generally protected from immediate change
but they can be changed by the environment over time (Kaiser, 1985). Ortiz (1976)
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found that adm inistrator’s perspectives and behaviors are systematically formed by the
school organization or culture. There are multitudes of identified administrative theories
and behaviors published in organizational theory texts. Individuals would relate to the
theory or behavior that is most closely related to their inherent traits.
Administrative Behavior. APs provide continual support to the organization
through their engagement in school activities believed to reinforce organizational values
(Reed & Himmler, 1985). This support may come from attending school activities,
wearing a hat during spirit week, or consistently enforcing school rules and policies. By
the nature o f the position, APs must work with all constituencies o f the high school: the
students, the parents, the staff, other school administrators, and the community -- and
work with them in countless situations. "I seem to spend my days reacting rather than
controlling, for no mater how carefully I attempt to structure my time, events intrude”
(Dombart, 1991, p.86). APs are called upon daily to make decisions that may directly
affect the attitudes and behavior o f both staff and students (Garawski, 1978).
Sometimes as I ponder a complex situation wherein I need to consider the needs
and wishes o f students, teachers, parents, counselors, and the restrictions o f board
policy, legal mandates and central office directives (not to mention the personality
o f the custodian)... (Dombart, 1991. p. 86).
Supervisory Behavior. A school is accountable to its community in fulfilling its
mission in educating students placed in its care. Teacher supervision is used for various
reasons but is used primarily for teacher assessment and personnel development (Van der
Linde, 1998). APs are often assigned the job duty of student discipline. However, in
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large high schools, APs may also be assigned the task of assisting the building principal
in teacher supervisory tasks.
This is the third year of her probationary period. I have been working with this
"new" teacher for the past three years, and now I must decide whether she moves
to permanent status or is dismissed. Over the three years, I have built trust. We
designed her professional growth plan. She has observed my teaching. She has
observed other teachers. I have coached her countless times. We have had
innumerable pre-conferences, observations, and post-conferences. She has gone
to numerous workshops. We have isolated specific skills to work on. She has
taken education courses. We have both worked incredibly hard. Yet it hasn't
been enough. She is an unbelievably nice person but she just doesn't have the
right stuff.
This hurt that I am feeling comes from the realization that this considerable effort
has been in vain. Saying that; it is important to her to hear the truth, that I owed
her that much, doesn't help. I hate being here. Do the consequences o f dismissal
outweigh the consequences of retention? Do I have the right to interpret and
redirect a person's professional career?
I have some lingering doubts about my abilities and efforts in the process. Did I
do enough? Did I know enough to effect real change in others? Have I been truly
honest throughout the process? Could I have done something differently? Could
other strategies have produced the desired effects? I am in pain. - A Principal
(Costa, 1988, p. v).
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This personal account by a principal describes both the administrative behaviors
and the emotional strain on administrators that may be part of the supervisory process.
This would include high school APs if they are assigned supervisory duties. Not only is
this process stressful for administrators, it may be very stressful for teachers (Van der
Linde, 1998). Success in the evaluation and supervision processes depends on what
happens between the teacher and the administrator (McGreal, 1988; Van der Linde, 1998)
and empathy on the part o f the administrator can only result in better teacher performance
(Van der Linde, 1998). Ferris (1994) found in his study of teacher supervision that trust
and trust building behaviors were important administrative behaviors in the supervision
process.
Disciplinarian Behavior. Assistant principals are responsible for the maintenance
o f the school environment. It is the intent o f APs to ensure that the environm ent is
conducive to learning (Black, 1980; Hurley, 1965; Reed & Himmler, 1985). The nature
of discipline has evolved to a point where APs are involved with locker searches,
preventing violence, and confronting unwarranted strangers on campuses. APs act as
trained law enforcem ent officers, yet they are trained as educators (Calabrese & Adams,
1987). Assistant principals, however, use their past experiences as APs to assess the
probability of appropriate student conduct or misconduct. APs know at certain times of
the day, o f the week, of the year when there is a higher probability of student misconduct
and plan accordingly (Reed & Himmler, 1985). APs choose the way they will respond to
discipline. Expectations, beliefs and previous experience will influence their choices
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(Short & Short, 1994). With all these variables, APs act and react in order to maintain a
stable educational environment.
Reed and Himmler (1985) found that disciplining disruptive students was not
pleasant and somewhat difficult. They state that disciplining students is not pleasant
because it often involves negative behaviors directed towards APs from students and
parents. Teachers may also direct negative behaviors towards APs when they feel the
situation was not handled appropriately.
Assistant principals are in constant contact with students and play a variety of
roles when interacting with students. Reed and Himmler (1985) describe two categories
of AP behavior that immerged from their ethnographic study. AP behavior was either
categorized as “police officer” or “confessor/confidant”. Each of these two categories
contained several images. The “police officer” category contained images or behavior
that was directive in nature: the drill sergeant or the bully. The “confessor/confidant”
category contained images that were much softer and sympathetic: the em pathizer or the
helper. Reed and Himmler reported that APs could, and did change images on a
continual basis.
Assistant principals cannot work, however, in isolation when dealing with student
discipline issues. Parents may approach APs seeking assistance when they have
exhausted all possibilities at home when dealing with their teenager.
Dealing with discipline situations means being thrust into a miasma o f personal
problem s.. .a call home about a class cut turns into a conversation with a mother
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desperately requesting advice because she has lost control o f her 14-year-old
(Dombart, 1991, p. 86).
APs must work with students, parents, counselors, social workers, psychiatrists, doctors,
and sometimes with police when solving these complex student issues (Hurley, 1965).
APs must assume leadership in helping to solve situations and in working with these
large groups o f supporters relevant to student discipline or behavior modification.
To summarize, the literature relevant to behavior-based work-to-family conflict
and the behaviors required to fulfill the duties o f an AP indicates that high school APs
experience work-to-family conflict.
The High School Assistant Principalship
The assistant principalship grew out o f the need to provide administrative
assistance to the building principal in handling clerical duties (Black, 1980). lannacone
(1985) describes the AP as a means o f maintaining the organization at a steady pace. The
A P 's daily work is to respond to myriad situations that may disrupt the organization. The
public's perception o f the assistant principalship is influenced by descriptions o f the
assistant principal as the “hatchet man” (Hurley, 1965, p. 15) or “truant officer”
(Coppege, 1968, p. 284). Yet, “the assistant principal should view his disciplinary
responsibilities from the standard o f an educator, not a policeman” (Culver, 1978, p.
113). What is consistent through the research literature is that the AP is mainly
responsible for student discipline and attendance. Lacey (1992) categorized the general
functions o f the AP as the disciplinarian or one who performs tasks o f a clerical nature.
Attendance, albeit clerical in nature, is less time consuming or stressful for those APs
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who have secretarial support and/or computerized student data management systems
(Mitchell, 1980).
As the roles and definitions o f the AP have evolved, the position remains difficult
to define. The AP wears many hats. ” He is the right hand person to the principal, he is
the person teachers send their discipline problems to, and, to the students, he is the one
who makes them follow the rules” (Mazzei, 1976, p. 319). While this definition is
simplistic, the job title and the position have been in transition and have been ill defined
in the professional literature (Austin, 1972; Reed, 1984). Greenfield (1985) posits that
the professional research relevant to the assistant principalship is atheoretical and
contributes little to increase the knowledge base o f the roles and duties o f the assistant
principalship.
The largest, and most comprehensive, research study o f the assistant principalship
was conducted by Austin and Brown (1970) in conjunction with the National Association
o f Secondary School Principals (NASSP). One thousand two hundred principals and
1,100 APs were surveyed from all 50 states. The study concluded that: (1) the AP was
involved in almost everything, (2) as a group, principals and APs were diverse in their
opinions relevant to the duties o f the AP, (3) there were significant variations o f
discretion given to the AP relative to the 59 administrative tasks o f the study, (4) the AP
was rarely assigned full responsibility o f completing the 59 tasks. (5) assistant principals'
work relevant to community relations and student activities was seen as less important,
(6) most principals believed that most assignments given to the AP did not allow for
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discretionary behavior, and (7) principals felt that APs undervalue the importance o f the
position o f AP that they hold within the organization.
Austin and Brown (1970) also conducted a shadow study o f the assistant
principalship. They observed that APs spend most o f their time in the office or the
hallways. Most o f the work accomplished by the AP was done through face-to-face
interactions with teachers and students. APs communicated more "in person"' than on the
phone or through written correspondence.
In a study conducted a decade later. Black (1980) found that the duties o f the AP
were grouped into six categories: instructional, personnel, pupil personnel, student
activities, professional development, and school management. Respondents stated that
working with teachers and department heads to improve the instructional program was
the best part o f their job.

They responded that student discipline, cafeteria duty, and hall

duty were the worst aspects o f their job. Pellicer, Anderson, Keefe, Kelley, & McCleary
(1988) found that these categories remained relatively stable over time. They found APs
completed tasks as described by Brown but with less discretion than APs o f the 1960s.
Lacey (1992) posits that the AP maintains professional insight regarding the
school through his/her direct contact with students and his/her high visibility position.
The AP assists in establishing and maintaining organizational stability through his/her
supervision o f students (Reed & Himmler, 1985), affecting the organizational
environm ent through his or her ability to solve problems that are influenced by the
unpredictable encounters he or she has with students in diverse situations (Reed &
Conners, 1982). The AP is seen as a "firefighter" to preserve the safe and orderly
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environm ent but also as an advocate to students as he or she helps students through
personal problems (Lacey, 1992). In his qualitative, ethnographic study, Lacey described
the numerous interactions that an AP has during a day.
In order to cope with the unpredictable state o f affairs found in both the
exterior and interior school environments, the members o f the
administrative team keep a constant vigil to intercept cues from the
turbulent environment. Constant interruptions in their daily work
provide the administration with a continuous flow o f information.
Neither vice principal is shielded by a personal secretary; both answer
their own phone and keep their own appointments. It is not uncommon
for anyone one o f these administrators to be involved in three
conversations simultaneously concerning three different subjects.
During a meeting o f any length, a vice principal will respond to his
phone several times (Reed & Conners, 1982, p. 474)
Assistant principals, nonetheless, perform duties that maintain the school
environm ent in assisting schools to achieve the primary goal o f educating students
(Lacey, 1992). The AP is generally regarded as a key player on the school scene
(Greenfield, 1985) and is the facilitator to assist teachers in dealing with the minor
disruptions that occur in their classrooms (Culver, 1978).
In summary, the assistant principalship is a position in flux (Austin, 1972) and the
frustrations o f APs in that position are the result o f this anonymous position (Childress,
1973). A common task o f APs is to enforce the school rules and policies in student
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personnel issues. It has been demonstrated that APs are placed in a stressful position
because they face "turbulent” situations throughout the day (Lacey, 1992). APs are
people o f many hats and must use different behaviors throughout the day when dealing
with students, parents, staff, and other administrators. APs experience job-related stress
ju st as any other school administrator yet we still do not have an understanding o f workto-family conflict in the high school A P’s life. It remains to be seen if we can make
generalizations about how school administrators experience work-family conflict the
same as other professionals.
Gender-Related Work-to-Family Conflict
Hypothesis #1
Women and men experience similar levels o f work-family conflict and the
variables o f work hours, workload, and presence o f children are significant factors o f
work-family conflict for both genders (Voyandoff, 1988). Guelzow. Bird, and Koball
(1991) found that a longer workweek was associated with marital equity for both men
and women.
Pleck's (1985) study o f dual income families revealed that these families face
stress in taking care o f household chores and arranging for childcare. While completing
these tasks may create stress, husbands often do not recognize that anything can be done
to alleviate this stress. Pleck found, however, that husbands who do perform these duties
have greater control over their family situation and have greater satisfaction with their
family life.
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Pleck’s (1985) meta-analysis o f previous studies indicated that both husbands and
wives experience their family role as more psychologically significant than their paid
work roles. This conclusion does not deny, however, that men perform very little
housework or arrange for childcare. Bielby and Bielby (1989) and Gutek, Searle, and
Klepa (1991) found that men, consistent with the role as the family provider, are not able
to trade o ff between or balance the expectations o f “husband” and “father” roles. Women
allow men to sustain these dual work-family identities while they often feel themselves
constrained to chose one o f the dual roles and forego the other one. The literature
indicates that men are more committed to work roles. Women are more committed to
family roles and are more sensitive to the demands associated with their work roles
(Wallace, 1999).
Meissner, Humphries, Meis, and Schew (1975) demonstrated that increases in the
number o f paid working hours o f the husband or the wife will result in an increase o f the
w ife's workload. A husband's workload will remain stable and unaffected by the w ife’s
working time. Pleck (1985) corroborated these conclusions in a meta-analysis o f three
studies that found husbands do not participate in more housework or childcare when their
wives are employed. Pleck (1985) states that employed wives are overloaded but this
overload is due to the time committed to their children and not to time com mitted to
housework. Women devote more time and energy to those roles and activities that they
value (Campbell & Campbell. 1994). Men respond to their w ives' em ployment by
availing themselves o f more time with childcare and not to do housework.
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Job-related or job-induced stress results in spillover into the home (Nieva, 1985).
Exhaustion, irritability, and preoccupation are the results o f hard work, fast work, or
continued attention to work issues after hours (Pleck, 1985). Attempting to assess the
level o f conflict between roles or the degree o f role overload in meeting role demands
creates further stress and role strain (Guelzow et al., 1991).
Work-family conflict increases in individuals who can be more involved with
their work roles because they have more flexible family role boundaries (Frone et al.,
1992; Higgins et al., 1992). Those individuals are highly motivated career professionals
who give more personal time and attention to the paid work role at the cost o f the family
role, resulting in continued work-to-family conflict. Men experience work-family
conflict because o f work expectations. When men are involved with their families,
bosses and colleagues may see them as less committed to their jobs (Terborg, 1985).
Female professionals, however, experience greater work-family conflict than men
because they place dual priority on both their work roles and their family roles (Wallace,
1999).
Therefore, given the empirical research in the areas o f sociology and family
development, gender will significantly influence the level o f work-to-family conflict o f
the high school AP:
Hypothesis #1: Female high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f
work-to-family conflict than do their male counterparts.
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Family Composition and W ork-to-Family Conflict
Hypothesis #2
The num ber o f children or composition o f the family unit has also been shown to
be directly associated with work-family conflict (Bedeian, Burke & Moffett, 1988; Cooke
& Rousseau, 1984; Guelzow et aL 1991; Olson, Lavee, & McCubbin, 1988; Voyandoff,
1988). There is a greater family role strain in families having younger children (Olson,
Lavee, & McCubbin, 1988; Wallace, 1999; Voyandoff, 1988) than in families having
adolescents or in families in the post-parenthood stage. Guelzow, Bird, and Koball
(1991) found that men have greater parental stress when they have older children but
greater marital stress when the children are young. Results o f their study indicate that
men are greatly affected by their family roles. Time spent in family roles— housework
and child care— interferes with work schedules. Total time spent away from work and
time spent on family duties may lead to work-family conflict, role overload, and physical
exhaustion (Frone & Rice, 1987; Voyandoff, 1988). Frone and Rice (1987) found that
job involvement is positively related to work-family conflict regardless o f parental
involvement. Cooke and Rousseau (1984) state that work-family conflict can be nullified
by the satisfaction from parenthood and the multiple roles o f work and family.
Preschool children require a greater commitment o f time and energy on the part of
working parents than do older children (Bedeian et al„ 1988). Eagle, Incenogle, Maes,
and M iles (1998) found in their study that the presence o f children contributed to workto-family conflict. The only significant difference between families with and without
children was in the time-based work-to-family conflict measure. It would appear that
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employed people with children at home have less time to devote to their jobs and their
families. Roxburgh (1999) found that women with children might be overloaded
compared to fathers with or without children and compared to women without children
due to their greater responsibility for household labor and childcare. W allace’s (1999)
m eta-analysis o f research on the legal profession showed that women with children are
more likely to leave the profession because they cannot balance both family and work
demands.
Therefore, based upon the research in the field o f family development, there is
sufficient evidence to support the proposition that the presence o f children fosters workto-family conflict:
Hypothesis #2: High school assistant principals with children at home experience a
greater degree of work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals with no
children at home.
School Settings and Work-to-Family Conflict
Hypothesis #3
Public schools have been categorized under three descriptors: urban, suburban,
and rural. Each of these settings has characteristics that impede or facilitate the mission
of public education (Beaumont, 1997). While these three types of schools can be similar,
the extreme environmental differences in the urban setting warrant study. Urban schools
face more diverse student populations, lower student achievement, poorer facilities, and a
high turnover in teachers, resulting in teacher shortages. These elements may create
more stress for administrators at all levels in the urban setting.
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Urban schools enroll one of four students in the United States. Urban schools
enroll 35% o f the poorest students and 43% of the minority students in American schools
(Olsen & Jerald, 1998). Reinhard (1998) reports that 80% of the students in the
Cleveland schools are so poor that the federal government pays for their lunch. Twentyeight percent o f all students served in the 51 largest urban school districts live below the
poverty line (Council of Great City Schools, 1994). Many o f these students come too
hungry, too tired, or too sick to learn. Previous research has suggested that students from
school with high concentrations of low income students and students from urban schools
would be expected to have less successful educational outcomes, less supportive home
environments, and less positive school experiences than students from other schools
(Levine & Levine, 1996; Lippman, Bums, & McArthur. 1996). It is commonplace for
studies to show that home environment, socioeconomic status (SES), student mobility,
and drop out rate have a direct effect on student achievement in elementary and
secondary schools.
SES
Poverty undermines families and the well-being of children. Many in the inner
city live in overcrowded housing, in unsafe buildings or neighborhoods (Bankston &
Caldas, 1998). Too many are homeless; studies estimate that, of the approximately
100,000 American children who are homeless each night, nearly half are school age
(Carnegie Report, 1994). Families living in these concentrated impoverished
neighborhoods are not just plagued by low income. They also suffer from being part of a
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disadvantaged minority group and are often headed by a single parent, usually the mother
(Bankston & Caldas, 1998; Levine & Levine, 1996).
Levine and Lezotte (1990) found that curriculum in low SES schools tends to be
more focused on basic skills. Expectations to complete homework were lower in lower
SES schools. Levine and Lezotte also found that administrators were more directive in
instructional matters and intervened when teachers weren’t meeting organizational
expectations.
Socioeconomic status may have a pervasive impact on assistant principal stress
levels, perhaps overriding the effects o f job description. One study (Purvis, 1975) found
no significant differences in the stress levels of urban high school APs responsible for
discipline and those not responsible for discipline after taking SES and ethnicity into
account.
Therefore, based upon the research available on SES, there is a need to examine
the effects of low SES relative to work-to-family conflict in all three school
classifications.
Hypothesis #3: High school assistant principals serving in low SES schools experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals serving
in medium or high SES schools.
Drop Out
There are several reasons that a student may drop out of school. A large portion
of the research generally concludes that low SES (Alspaugh, 1998; Levine & Levine,
1996) and family stressors (Frank, 1990) are contributing factors to dropping out of
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school. Alspaugh (1998) also found that school size and the number of school-to-school
transitions were also significant in contributing to a higher number of dropouts. Urban
schools are best described as having all these general characteristics: low SES,
dysfunctional families, larger school size and students with a high mobility rate. The
impact is powerful. The drop out rate for large cities serving a large number o f lowincome, minority students is roughly 50% and may reach as high as 70-80% (Levine &
Levine, 1996).
Teacher Turnover
The Council of Great City Schools (1996) found in its study of its 47 member
school districts that there is a need for teacher recruitment in the urban districts,
especially in the areas of Special Education (84.6% of respondents identified as a critical
area). Science (66.7%), and Math (64.1%). The Council of Great City Schools also
identified critical teacher characteristics in short supply: teachers of color (92.3%). male
teachers (84.6%), and bilingual teachers (84.5%). Low-income urban areas have
difficulty recruiting highly qualified teachers (Education Commission of the States,
1998).
Schools faced with such shortages fill these positions in the following manner:
hire less qualified teachers, use long-term substitute teachers, or use teachers who teach
out o f their certified fields (Ingersoll, 1997). Seventy-six percent of the surveyed districts
allow non-certified teachers to teach (Council of Great City Schools, 1996). The state of
G eorgia allows teachers to teach 2 o f 5 classes out o f field without penalizing the
school’s state accreditation (Merrow, 1999).
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Many who enter the education profession do not remain for a long period o f time.
Within 5 years, 30-50% leave the profession and enter a new career. Twenty-two percent
of all new teachers leave education in the first three years o f employment (Archer, 1999;
Merrow, 1999; National Commission on Teaching, 1996). A study released by the
University of M innesota’s Center for School Change (1998) stated that the main reason
for teacher’s leaving the profession was not retirement. Two-thirds o f the teachers leave
the profession for other reasons.
To summarize, the literature relevant to urban schools and school leadership
indicates high problem levels and suggests that urban high school APs experience a
greater degree of work-to-family conflict.
Hypothesis #4: Urban high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f
work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals from either rural, city, or
suburban schools.
Job Experience and Work-to-Family Conflict
Hypothesis #5
Organizational socialization is the process in which a new employee develops the
skills and knowledge necessary to assume a role within an organization. Van Maanen
(1977) describes organizational socialization as the means through which an individual
becomes a member, and continues to be a member, o f an organization. He describes the
process o f organizational socialization as a series o f experiences where an individual
“ learns the ropes" o f a new position or a role structured for them within the organization
(Van Maanen, 1977). It is important for new employees to embody the supervisor’s
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behavior in various contexts and develop ways o f how an individual is to act within the
organization (Van Maanen, 1977).
Schein (1968) describes organizational socialization as insiders within the
organization transmitting important norms and values to newcomers. Newcomers listen
to and observe the actions o f others in the organization. The focus, at this point, is
learning the new role to be adopted, the new group o f organizational norms, and the new
organizational values. Schein (1978, 1980) contends that organizational entry is, from
the standpoint o f the newcomer, a process o f "learning the ropes”, figuring out how to get
along, and how to make it.
There have been few research studies written about the assistant principalship and
the socialization process. Those studies or articles that have been written point out the
urgency for further research o f the socialization process (Greenfield, 1985). Studies o f
organizational socialization o f educators, primarily o f teachers and o f principals, indicate
that role conflict occurs during boundary passing and various coping strategies are
attempted to reduce role conflict. The most widely attempted strategy is trial and error.
Austin and Brown (1970) found that APs are involved in almost everything, but
their roles are ambiguously defined. This would cause organizational socialization to be
very difficult. Reed and Himmler (1985) found that the work o f APs was basically one
o f establishing and maintaining organizational stability. Maintaining organizational
stability is achieved through three types o f behaviors relative to student supervision:
monitoring, supporting, or disciplining. Managing student discipline is an essential
enculturation task o f APs (Marshall, 1985).
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M arshall and Greenfield (1987) found that the socialization process with both the
AP and the principal roles lead to the development o f a custodial orientation, a non-risktaking, noninstructional orientation, and an acceptance o f the status quo. Greenfield
(1985) describes custodianship as one o f three responses to organizational socialization
where an individual accepts the status quo and will assume a caretaker response to
responsibilities, mission, and activities associated with the role.
Socialization occurs in various stages. Most studies describe the three stages: (1)
anticipatory stage, (2) encounter or early entry stage, and (3) adjustment or
accommodation stage. These studies indicate that individuals will experience culture
shock and find ways o f maintaining a calm front (M arshall, 1985).
The culture o f administration is different enough to be a shock to new APs. APs
learn that they must not display this shock, must present a unified front with other
administrators (against teachers, students, parents, district office); “covering” or
finding ways to cope with that shock and continuing to appear competent, calm,
and loyal are essential enculturation tasks (Marshall, 1985, p. 43).
This encounter stage can be very stressful, frustrating, or overwhelming for new
APs because they may have difficulty making sense o f their new work role and
surroundings (Hartzell, Williams, & Nelson, 1994). New employees may disassociate
themselves from their own values, beliefs and expectations that they determine to be
incongruent with those o f the organization (Feldman, 1981). Schmidt, Kosmoski, and
Pollack (1998) found that this intense level o f stress during the anticipatory stage has a
profound physical effect on novice administrators. Comparing the blood pressures o f
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novice administrators over a three-year period, they found that the diastolic reading was
significantly higher for the novice administrator at all entry levels (e.g. AP, principal, and
central office administrator).
Therefore, based upon the empirical research on organizational socialization from
the educational and organizational psychology domains, an argument can be made that an
AP who is new to the position is likely to experience a high degree o f work-to-family
conflict.
Hypothesis #5: High school assistant principals with three years or less experience in that
position experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school
assistant principals who have more than three years experience in that position.
Peer Relationships and W ork-to-Family Conflict
Hypothesis #6
Most high schools in the United States with an enrollment of 600 or more have an
AP assigned to the building (Reed & Himmler, 1985). It hasn’t always been this way. In
a meta-analysis of previous studies, Wells and Nelson (1965) found different pupiladm inistrator ratios from 1939 to 1962. A 1939 survey indicated a student-administrator
ratio of 1:1900. By 1962, surveys indicated student-administrator ratios of 1:850 and
2:1600. Wells and Nelson recommended an AP for all schools with over 200 students
and an additional AP for each additional 550-700 students. Unfortunately, no recent
surveys have been completed and no updated information is available in the literature to
determine the current staffing patterns of high school administrative teams.
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Michaels (1965) posits that APs in smaller high schools have direct and personal
contact with staff and clearly established lines of authority. Smaller high schools will
have an AP who will assist the building principal in all these functions or the AP will be
assigned these duties and work independently of the building principal. APs in larger
high schools, by contrast, attempt to function as middle managers in complex institutional
settings. Larger high schools may employ highly trained specialists as middle managers
who deal with only one phase of school administration: curriculum, supervision,
attendance, master-schedule building, or activities director.
Pellicer, Anderson, Keefe, Kelley, and McCleary (1988) examined the
administrative team concept in an NASSP-commissioned study. They found that
administrative teams always included the APs. Some schools also included other
building staff members such as a counselor, a union building representative, or an
activities director. APs were routinely assigned specific duties (i.e., attendance,
discipline, supervision, scheduling) with delegated authority.
Little other professional literature is available that describes the differences
between APs. Information that is available on the topic of administrative team structure
comes from concepts such as site-based management or total quality management
(TQM). This alone offers some justification for researching the complexity of the role of
the AP relevant to the number of APs assigned to a given building.
Hypothesis #6: High school assistant principals who serve alone in a building experience
a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do those in high schools with two or
more assistant principals.
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Specific Assistant Principal Duties and W ork-to-Family Conflict
Hypothesis #7
Previous literature has indicated that the position of the AP was developed to
provide clerical assistance to the building principal. Black (1980) found that APs were
involved in:
1. supervision of student behavior in the building or on school grounds;
2. conferencing with parents regarding student problems;
3. dealing with individual student discipline problems; and,
4. supervising athletic activities (p. 35).
As schools have grown, more APs have been placed in high schools to enhance the
mission o f the school or to maintain its orderly conduct, sometimes em ploying highly
trained specialists as APs in administrative areas o f curriculum, supervision, or
attendance (Wells, & Nelson, 1965). While other literature has revealed other job titles
such as maintenance supervisor or building and grounds supervisor, transportation
supervisor, or safety director, a large number of APs still function in the role of
disciplinarian, activities supervisor, or both.
Student Discipline
From the professional literature, it has been noted that the AP is responsible for
working with disruptive students. APs must establish a discipline policy that is firm, fair,
and consistent for all students (Blandford, 1998; Gaustad, 1992).
School administrators, predominately APs, spend an inordinate am ount o f time
during the school day dealing with disruptive students (Brownwell & W alther-Thom as,
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1999; Oswald, 1995). Brownwell and Walther-Thomas (1999) estimate that 10% of
students—those who m isbehave-receive 90% o f the administrator’s attention. Oswald
(1995), who summarized his study by stating that the majority of behavior problems can
be attributed to a relatively small number of students, corroborates this notion.
Oswald (1995) found that physical violence towards staff and students was
identified as a severe problem by school principals in his study of Australian schools. A
majority o f the respondents indicated that more than half o f the students displayed violent
behavior towards others, and that over half o f the students would not resolve issues and
retained grudges against others. Oswald suggested these patterned aggressive behaviors
were modeled to the students by more than one-fourth o f the parents. Parents also
demonstrated a pattern of denial when confronted about their child’s misbehavior.
Parents of these children are by far the greatest problem. They are verbally
abusive, take up enormous amounts o f time and “test the system’’ on a regular
basis. In many cases, their children’s behaviors reflect their own (Oswald, 1995,
p. 270).
Hartzell and Petrie (1992) state that the principal can both control and influence
student discipline. They state that the principal has the responsibility to work with both
the disruptive student and the parent. Sometimes, the principal must teach both the
student and the parent that “authority, civility, courtesy, and accountability are crucial to
everyone’s interests” (p. 378). Hartzell and Petrie also state that continual discipline
problems can drain both time and valuable resources away from the instructional process
and student learning opportunities. Calabrese and Adams (1987) found that AP stress is
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directly related to the time spent with student discipline and many APs expressed
dissatisfaction dealing with discipline and conflict on a regular basis. Purvis (1975)
found that APs responsible for student discipline were assigned a greater workload than
were APs with other job responsibilities. Not surprising, he also found that they reported
a significantly higher dissatisfaction score.
The literature o f the professional duties of the AP relevant to student discipline
suggest that high school APs might experience work-to-family conflict as a result o f the
strain of fulfilling these duties.
Student Activities Supervision
There is no professional literature that specifically addresses the amount of time
spent by APs who are primarily responsible for directing or managing the student
activities program. This researcher conducted a literature search of the collections at the
libraries o f both the University of Nebraska at Omaha and the University of NebraskaLincoln, as well as com puter searches of several on-line, interactive search programs.
The intent o f this search was to find relevant literature to describe the position of
activities director and the amount of time spent fulfilling the duties o f an activities
director.
The only useful result of the search was one doctoral study describing the stress of
APs whose duties and responsibilities were other than student discipline. Purvis (1975)
conducted a study of 35 high school APs in the metropolitan Atlanta area who were
responsible for curriculum and instruction or for student activities. W hile he found no
significant difference in job-related stress of APs for discipline and APs whose duties
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were other than student discipline, he did find that there was a significant difference in
the workload dissatisfaction scores of APs responsible for duties other than discipline and
APs responsible for discipline. The results o f this study may not be generalizable due to
the small sample size.
Not to diminish the importance o f the other job duties of the AP (curriculum
supervisor, pupil personnel supervisor, maintenance supervisor, etc.), no position appears
to be more time intensive than the position of activities director. These individuals work
during the regular instructional day to fulfill their duties o f maintaining budgets and
equipment, coordinating event schedules, contracting for event officials, arranging
facility contracts for building rentals, supervising the activity sponsor and coaching staff,
and enforcing appropriate board policies and school policies. Then they also work an
extended day since they are required to remain at the school or to travel to supervise
evening activities. This work may also include many weekends throughout the year
depending upon the event calendar or the activity season.
The purpose of research is to expand on or add to the existing body o f knowledge.
Because of the lack of literature or research investigating the potential work-to-family
conflict o f APs primarily responsible for student discipline or assistance principals
responsible for managing the student activities program, the following hypothesis is
proposed.
Hypothesis #7: High school assistant principals who are primarily responsible for
discipline or who manage the student activities program experience a greater degree of
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work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals with other job
responsibilities.
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CHAPTER 3
M ethodology
The purpose o f this study was to explore the nature o f work-to-family conflict in
the lives o f high school assistant principals. This chapter describes the research design,
sample, instrumentation, variables, and methods o f data analysis used to conduct this
study.
Design
The nature o f this study was both descriptive and inferential and used a crosssectional survey procedure to explore the levels o f work-to-family conflict experienced
by public high school assistant principals.
Sample
The sample consisted of assistant principals assigned to a public secondary school
containing 500 or more students enrolled in any combination of grades 9-12. A high
school assistant principal (AP) is defined as a subordinate secondary school administrator
who uses the word “principal” in his/her title along with the adjective “assistant”, “vice” ,
or “associate” .
Five hundred surveys were sent to high school APs in the states o f Illinois, Iowa,
and Nebraska. Three hundred forty-three surveys were returned for a response rate o f
68 . 6 %.
Nebraska. According to the Nebraska Department o f Education's on-line
interactive educator directory, there were 116 high school APs employed in the state at
the time o f this study and all were included in the sample.
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Iow a. According to the Iowa Department o f Education, there were 148 APs
em ployed at the high school level at the time o f this study and all were invited to
participate.
Illinois. The sample o f APs in Illinois was selected using a stratified cluster
sampling procedure. This method was chosen because there was a need to balance the
number o f Illinois administrators from rural, city, suburban, and urban districts. This
balance would not necessarily have been accomplished by a simple random sample.
A list o f high schools was obtained from the Directory o f Illinois Public Schools
(Illinois State Board o f Education, 1999). These schools were divided into four
categories: rural, city, suburban, and urban. Schools were eliminated if there was no
assistant principal or if the school included grades below ninth grade. Chicago was
considered an urban district. Suburban schools were those schools located in the collar
counties o f Chicago (Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, or Will) and the neighboring
counties o f St. Louis, MO (St. Clair or Madison). The rest o f the schools were
considered as rural or city schools depending upon their attendance area population.
Seventy-five high schools were randomly selected from each o f the three groups by using
a table o f random numbers. Letters were sent to the building principals o f each o f these
identified 225 high schools requesting that they pass on the enclosed survey to the
assistant principals in the building.
Total Sample. Five hundred surveys were mailed to the identified APs. Three
hundred forty-three usable surveys were returned for a response rate o f 68.6%. This
response rate provided data on high school APs from rural, city, suburban or urban
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settings and may allow results to be generalized to other populations. For the purpose o f
analysis, the following definitions were used:
1. Rural is defined as a town or rural setting with a population o f fewer than 5,000
people.
2. City is defined as an area with a population o f 5,001 people up to 149,000, divided
into two subgroups to disaggregate data from large and small cities. A small city would
have a population o f 5,001 to 24,999 and a large city would have a population o f 25,000
to 149,999. These areas are not suburban and are not attached to a larger metropolitan
area.
3. Suburban is defined as an area attached or related to a city o f 150.000 or more.
4. Urban is defined as an area populated with more than 150,000, divided into two
subgroups to disaggregate data from large and small urban areas. A small urban area
would have a population o f 150,000 to 750,000 people. A large urban area would
have a population over 750,000.
Respondents were asked to complete a short demographic profile that provided
relevant personal and professional information of the high school assistant principalship.
Personal Characteristics. There were 245 (71.4%) male respondents and 98 (28.6%)
females. Two hundred ninety-four (85.7%) reported being married, 23 (6.7%) divorced,
and 16 (4.71%) never having been married. One hundred ninety-eight (57.7%)
respondents reported having children living at home, 94 (27.4%) reported having grown
children out o f the home, and 51 (14.9%) reported having no children. These distributions
are reported in Table 1.
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Table I
Personal Characteristics o f High School Assistant Principals

Male

Female

245
71.4%

98
28.6%

Never Married

5

Living with Someone
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

G ender

M arital
Status

Family
Composition

Total
343
100

(4.7%)

11

16

(0.9%)

1
223
11
2
3

2
71
12
1
1

3
294
23
3
4

(85.7%)
(6.7%)
(0.9%)
(1.2%)
(14.9%)

No Children

26

25

51

(16.9%)

Children (Newborn
to age 8)
Children
(age 9 to age 18)
Mixed Ages
(Newborn to age 18)
Mixed Ages (age 13
to Grown Children)
Grown Children Only

42

16

58

(16.9%)

49

9

58

(16.9%)

28

11

39

(11.4%)

35

8

43

(12.5%)

65

29

94

(27.4%)
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Professional Characteristics. The respondents were asked to indicate their
professional experiences as high school APs. One hundred twenty-nine APs (37.6% ) had
three years or less experience in that position. Two hundred fourteen (62.4%) had four or
more years experience. The range o f experience was between 1 and 32 years.
Ninety-five (29.2%) worked as the only AP in the high school while 100 (29.2%)
worked with at least one other AP and 148 (43.1%) worked with two or more other APs.
One hundred ninety-seven (57.4%) reported responsibility for student discipline and 35
(11.1%) reported responsibility for managing the student activities program. Thirty-one
(9.0%) were responsible for both student discipline and student activities. The remaining
77 (22.4%) were responsible for job duties other than student discipline or student
activities. These distributions are presented in Table 2.
Data Collection
In order to facilitate a favorable response rate to the mailed survey sample, a twostep process was used to collect data. The first step was a mailing to the APs in early
May. This time period avoided events that might unduly impact responses, such as the
stress o f closing the school year and end-of-the-year AP responsibilities.
The mailing included the survey, a cover letter, and a letter o f support from the
executive director o f the respective Nebraska, Iowa, or Illinois secondary principals
association. The respondents received a self-addressed, stamped envelope for their ease
and convenience in completing and returning the survey. A reminder postcard was sent
after three weeks to all APs in the identified sample to encourage them to return their
surveys. The postcard asked the APs either to return their surveys or to request a
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Table 2
Professional Characteristics o f High School Assistant Principals
Male

Female

Large Urban

19

12

31

(9.0%)

Small Urban
Suburban
Large City
Small City
Town/Rural

32
41
59
78
16

16
23
29
11
7

48
64
88
89
23

(14.0%)
(18.7%)
(25.7%)
(25.9%)
(6.7%)

SES

Low
Medium
High

183
45
17

56
34
8

239
79
25

(69.7%)
(23.1%)
(7.2%)

AP Experience

Three Years or Less
Four Years or More

85
160

45
54

129
214

(37.6%)
(62.4%)

N um ber of APs

One AP
Two APs
Three or More APs

80
66
99

15
34
49

95
100
148

(27.7%)
(29.2%)
(43.1%)

Jo b Duties

Student Discipline
Student Activities
Both Discipline and
Activities
Job Duties Other
Than Discipline or
Student Activities

151
24
26

48
14
5

197
38
31

(57.4%)
(11.1%)
(9.0%)

44

33

77

(22.4%)

U rban
Classification

Total
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duplicate instrument. It also thanked those who had already returned the surveys within
the requested time frame. The collection o f the 343 surveys ultimately examined in the
study took approximately five weeks to obtain.
Instrumentation
The review o f the literature identified several existing surveys designed to
examine work-family conflict in the areas o f business, industry, health care, and
government. Four surveys were obtained and reviewed with the intent that one might
provide the foundation for a survey o f assistant principals.
The first, entitled Home Career Conflict Measure (Farmer, 1982), was rejected
because it was bi-directional and designed to assess conflict in college women resulting
from incompatible home and career values.
The second was entitled Work and Family Study (Higgins et al., 1992). It was
rejected because it also was bi-directional and because o f its length. In excess o f 125
questions, its length suggested a significant potential for a low return rate from
respondents.
Gutek, Searle. and K lepa's (1991) instrument was reviewed and rejected because
o f its brevity. This 10-item scale was also bi-directional.
Ultimately, the Stephens and Sommer (1996) Work Family Conflict instrument
was selected because o f its unidirectional view, its use o f Greenhaus and B eu telfs (1985)
three conceptual dimensions o f work-family conflict and because it reported
identification o f nearly 60% o f the variance o f work-to-family conflict in their study.
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The instrument constructed for this study, Work-to-Familv Conflict Survey for
High School Assistant Principals (see Appendix A), is a variation of the Stephens and
Som m er instrument modified to fit an educational environment. While the instrument is
based on the scales from the Stephens and Sommer (1996) survey, the original contained
a 7-point Likert scale reduced to a 5-point Likert scale. The 14-items on the instrument
were increased to 27 items in order to balance the number o f questions in each o f the
three dim ensions o f time-based conflict, strain-based conflict, and behavior-based
conflict. A description o f the instrument follows:
(1) Demographics: The following demographic variables used in this study need
no explanation: sex. marital status, children, years o f experience as an assistant principal,
number o f APs assigned to the respondent’s school and the respondent’s job duties. The
following items, however, require a definition and some explanation:
1. Student enrollment is the number o f students enrolled in the assistant principal's
school.
2. School classification is used to determine if the respondent's school is classified as a
rural, city, suburban or urban high school.
3. Socioeconomic Status (SES) is represented by the percentage o f students receiving
free/reduced lunch.
(2) Work-Familv Conflict. The work-family conflict scale contained 3 subscales
totaling 27 questions regarding the A P’s work domain. Respondents chose “strongly
agree”, “agree”, “neither agree nor disagree”, “disagree”, or “strongly disagree” . A
respondent also chose “not applicable” for questions regarding spouse or children
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depending upon his/her family composition. The 3 subscales examined the three
dimensions o f work-family conflict.
•

Time-based conflict exists when time devoted to one role makes it difficult to fulfill
the expectations o f the other role.

•

Strain-based conflict exists when stressors from one role produce physical or
psychological strain that interferes with the fulfillment of the other role.

•

Behavior-based conflict exists when the behaviors o f one role are incompatible with
the expected or desired behaviors needed to fulfill the other role and a subject is
called upon to shift behavior modes in moving from one domain to the other.

A chart indicating the relationship o f the research instrument questions, the research
questions being examined, and the theoretical concepts is found in Figure 2.
Validity. The content validity o f the questionnaire was based upon two sources:
a review o f the literature on the topics o f work-family conflict and a peer review panel.
The peer review panel included 10 current or former high school APs. They were asked
to review the questionnaire for appropriateness and clarity. A second peer review was
conducted during a doctoral seminar presentation conducted for doctoral students to
preview the dissertation proposal prior to supervisory committee evaluation.
Pilot Study. A pilot study was completed in February, 2000. to test the research
instrument. The pilot study was used to determine if the instrument addressed the
information it was intended to obtain. The pilot study was conducted by sending a draft
instrument to 100 randomly selected high school assistant principals in the United States.
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Sixty-eight surveys were returned within a 3-week period. Modifications were made to
the final instrument in format and readability based on the pilot study.
Reliability. For this study, the reliability coefficient o f the subscales were
computed by using Cronbach's alpha on the data from the pilot study. Cronbach’s alpha
is a measure o f internal consistency and is used for measures where respondents complete
a survey with a Likert-type scale.
Cronbach’s alpha is a conservative estimate o f a score's reliability. Alpha range
can be between 0 and 1.0. A scale with an alpha above .70 is considered to be internally
consistent (Mitchell & Jolley, 1996). The reliability estimates o f the Stephens and
Sommer (1996) instrument were reported using Cronbach’s alpha as follows: behaviorbased work-family conflict (.80), time-based work-family conflict (.74), and strain-based
work-family conflict (.77).
The subscales in this study are the three identified dimensions o f time-based
conflict, strain-based conflict and behavior-based conflict. Using C ronbach's alpha, the
reliability estimates o f the instrument employed are as follows: behavior-based work-tofamily conflict (.80), strain-based work-to-family conflict (.79), and time-based work-tofamily conflict (.83).
Variables
The variables in this study included six independent and three dependent.
Descriptions o f each follow.
Independent Variables. The independent variables for this study were defined as:
I . gender (female or male);
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2. family composition (no children, children at home, children out o f the home);
3. location classification (rural, city, suburban, urban);
4. SES (low, middle, high);
5. cumulative number o f years o f experience as an assistant principal;
6. number o f assistant principals assigned to the high school; and
7. time spent during a typical day completing the duties o f student discipline and
managing the student activities program.
Dependent Variables. The three dependent variables o f work-to-family conflict were
defined as the mean scores on the three subscales: time-based conflict, strain-based
conflict, and behavior-based conflict.
Hypotheses:
The following hypotheses were tested using this survey instrument.
1. Female high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f work-to-family
conflict than do male high school assistant principals.
2. High school assistant principals with children at home experience a greater degree o f
work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals with no children in the home.
3. High school assistant principals serving in low SES schools experience a greater
degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals serving in
either medium or high SES schools.
4. Urban high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f work-to-family
conflict than do high school assistant principals from either rural, city, or suburban
schools.
5. High school assistant principals with three years or less experience in that position
experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant
principals who have more than three years experience in that position.
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6. High school assistant principals who serve alone in a building experience a greater
degree of work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals working in schools with
two or more assistant principals.
7. High school assistant principals who are primarily responsible for student discipline
or who manage the student activities program experience a greater degree o f work-tofamily conflict than high school assistant principals with other job responsibilities.
M ean Substitution Process
A mean substitution process was used to compute the mean scores on the three
subscales. Depending upon respondent characteristics, there may be missing data in
survey research using Likert-type scales (Raaijmakers, 1999; Roth, 1994). When this
occurs, the researcher is faced with the choice o f either (a) eliminating the subjects who
did not answer or (b) employing the mean substitution process. In this survey,
respondents had missing scores because they did not have a spouse and/or children. For
example, a subject without either a spouse or child could respond to only half o f the items
(num bers 10, 16, 29, 32, and 33) on the time-based scale.
In fact, this problem really involves three different combinations o f subjects:
those who have a spouse but no children, those who have children but no spouse, and
those who have neither a spouse nor children. Because eliminating all o f these would
have represented more subjects than I was willing to lose from the sample, and because
m ean substitution is a recognized method for dealing with this situation (Raaijmakers,
1999; Roth, 1994), I chose to employ that method.
Data Analyses
A check for response bias was completed during the data collection stage of this
study. A wave analysis was used to examine surveys as they were returned during week
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1, week 2, week 3, and week 4 to determine if responses differed according to the time
period in which they were returned. The wave analysis indicated that there was no
statistically significant difference in the mean scores of the three variables in the four
weeks o f data collection.
The dependent variables for the entire set o f hypotheses were the three subscales
o f time-based stress, strain-based stress, and behavior-based stress. This study
incorporated two methods o f statistical analysis: the independent t-test and the one-way
analysis o f variance (ANOVA). The independent t-test was used to compare the
difference between two groups (gender) on a dependent variable (work-to-family
conflict). The one-way ANOVA was used to examine the difference between more than
two groups such as district classification (urban, suburban, city, rural) on a dependent
variable. Because multiple statistical tests were conducted, a .01 level o f significance
was employed to control for Type I errors.
Hypotheses 1, 2, 5. and 6 were tested using an independent t-test in order to
compare:
•

the male and female categories o f gender;

•

the APs with and without children present in the home;

•

the experience categories o f 3 years or less and 4 years ormore; and

•

the categories o f APs working as the only AP or APs working with at least one other
AP, respectively.
Hypotheses 3, 4, and 7 were tested using a one-way ANOVA in order to compare:

•

the three categories o f socioeconomic status (SES);
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•

the four categories o f school demographics; and

•

the four job duty classifications, respectively, o f assistant principals.
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Survey Instrum ent/Theoretical Concept Relationships/Descriptive Statistics

Instrum ent Q uestion:

Theoretical Concept:

1.

Sex/Gender

Strain, Behavior

2.

Marital Status

Strain

3.

Children in the Home

Strain

4a.

Student Enrollment

Strain

4b.

Grade Classification

Strain

4c.

Socioeconomic Status

Strain, Behavior

5.

Population o f School Location

Strain, Behavior

6.

Years Experience as an AP

Time, Strain, Behavior

7.

Number o f A P's in high school

Time, Strain. Behavior

8.

Time Responsible for Student Discipline

Strain, Behavior

9.

Time Responsible for Student Activities

Time, Strain, Behavior

Instrum ent Question: (Time)

Ranee

Mean

SD

10.

My work keeps me from my family
more than I’d like.

1-5

4.11

.91

29.

My work takes up time that I'd like to
spend with family.

1-5

3.95

.89

13.

My work takes up time that I should be
spending with my wife.

1-5

3.94

.92

32.

My work takes up time that I'd like to
spend with my friends.

1-5

3.71

.99
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Instrum ent Question: (Time)

Range

Mean

sn

16.

1-5

3.43

1.19

The time I must devote to my job does
not keep be from participating in
household responsibilities.

36.

The time I must devote to my job does
not keep me from participating in
activities with my spouse.

1-5

3.31

1.12

33.

1 often have to miss important family
or social events because o f my job.

1-5

3.29

1.17

25.

I generally seem to have enough time to
fulfill my potential both in my career and
as a spouse.

1-5

3.27

1.17

19.

The time I must devote to my jo b does
not keep me from participating in
activities with my children.

1-5

3.25

1.17

22.

I generally seem to have enough time to
fulfill my potential both in my career and
as a parent.

1-5

3.18

1.19

Instrum ent Questions: (Strain)

Range

Mean

SD

11.

Because my work is so demanding, I
am often irritable at home.

1-5

3.89

1.04

34.

I am sometimes angry or irritable at
home because o f things that happen
at school.

1-5

3.45

1.07

17.

The time demands o f my job make it
difficult for me to maintain the kind of
relationship with my spouse that I
would like.

1-5

3.42

1.19

14.

I often feel the strain of attempting to
balance my responsibilities at work
and at home.

1-5

3.35

1.14
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Instrum ent Questions: (Strain)

Range

M ean

SD

31.

My family dislike how often I am
1-5
preoccupied with work while I am at home.

3.27

.1.08

23.

My job makes it difficult for me to relax
when I am away from work.

1-5

3.27

1.24

30.

The emotional demands o f my job make
it difficult for me to maintain the kind o f
relationship with my child(ren) that
I would like.

1-5

3.27

1.13

20.

The time demands o f my job make it
difficult for me to maintain the kind o f
relationship with my child(ren) that I
would like.

1-5

3.25

1.21

26.

The emotional demands o f my job make
it difficult for me to maintain the kind o f
relationship with my spouse that I would
like.

1-5

3.19

1.16

35.

My friends dislike how often I am
preoccupied with my work while I am
at home.

1-5

2.86

1.05

Instrum ent Question: (Behavior)

Range

Mean

SD

28.

I am not able to act the same at home as
at work.

1-5

3.25

1.12

27.

The things that I do that make me effective
at work also help be to be a better spouse.

1-5

3.01

.97

21.

Behavior that is effective and necessary
at work would be counterproductive at
home.

1-5

2.76

1.06

12.

The problems solving-approaches I
use in my job are effective in resolving
problems at home.

1-5

2.68

1.02
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Instrum ent Question: (Behavior)

Range

Mean

24.

I act differently in responding to interpersonal problems at work than I
do at home.

1-5

2.65

15.

The things that I do that make me
effective at work also help me to be
a better parent.

1-5

2.62

18.

I find m yself in conflict with my spouse
on how to discipline my child(ren) at
home.

1-5

2.54
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CHAPTER 4
Analysis o f Data
This study explored the nature o f work-to-family conflict among high school
assistant principals (APs). Using the theoretical model o f Greenhaus and Beutell (1985),
levels o f time-based, strain-based, and behavior-based conflict were measured. Data
related to each o f these dependent variables were gathered through the use o f a written
questionnaire administered to a sample o f 500. Data were collected solely from public
high school assistant principals in the states of Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska. Three
hundred forty-three usable surveys (68.6%) were returned.
Given the fact that all professional positions have elements o f stress (Bacharach &
Bamberger, 1990; Cooper & Marshall, 1976), the presence o f work-to-family conflict is
assumed. This study failed to find that the intensity o f work-to-family conflict varied
significantly as a result o f gender, family composition, school demographics, number o f
assistant principals assigned to the building, years o f experience or assigned job duties.
Hypotheses
Seven specific hypotheses were tested. These hypotheses and results o f the
statistical analyses follow.
Participants were asked to respond to 27 questions that were divided into the three
variables o f work-to-family conflict: time-based conflict (10 items), strain-based conflict
(10 items), and behavior-based conflict (7 items). They were asked to use a 5-point
Likert scale to rate each item with a 1 for “strongly disagree” and a 5 for “strongly
agree” . A neutral point o f 3 was given when the respondent had no opinion on that item.
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To obtain mean scores o f each variable, the usable responses were averaged. The
mean substitution process was employed in order to avoid the loss o f subjects as a result
o f missing responses. This would have occurred when a participant without spouse or
children encountered items asking about the impact o f job time demands, emotional
strain or AP behavior on family members. Descriptive statistics, including the mean and
standard deviation, were calculated for each variable. An item-by-item analysis o f each
survey question, as they relate to the independent variables, can be found in Appendix F.
Time-based conflict. The respondents’ mean score for the 10-item time-based
conflict scale was 3.58 (SD = .74).
Strain-based conflict. The respondents’ mean score for the 10-item strain-based
conflict scale was 3.36 (SD = .91).
Behavior-based conflict. The respondents’ mean score for the 7-item behaviorbased conflict scale was 2.81 (SD = .65).
Gender
Hypothesis 1: Female high school assistant principals experience a greater degree
o f work-to-family conflict than do male high school assistant principals.
Time-based conflict. There was no statistically significant difference between the
mean scores o f female (M = 3.70, SD = .69) and male high school APs (M = 3.53,
SD =.76) on the time-based conflict subscale (t(341)=l .96, p =.03, one-tailed).
Strain-based conflict. There was a significant difference between the mean scores
o f female (M =3.55, SD =1.06) and male high school APs (M =3.28, SD =.83) on the
strain-based conflict subscale (t(341)=2.54, p <.01, one-tailed).
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Behavior-based conflict. There was no significant difference between the mean
scores o f female

(M = 2.83, SD = 56) and male high school APs (M =2.80, SD =.48) on

the behavior-based conflict subscale (t(341)=.52, g =.30, one-tailed).
Family Composition
Hypothesis 2: High school assistant principals with children at home experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals with no
children at home.
Time-based conflict. There was no statistically significant difference between the
mean scores o f the high school APs with children in the household

(M = 3.61, SD = .75)

and those with no children in the household (M = 3.53, SD = .73) on the time-based
subscale (t(341)= 1.13, g = . 13, one-tailed).
Strain-based conflict. There was no significant difference between the mean
scores o f the high school APs with children in the household (M = 3.39, SD = .78) and
those with no children in the household

(M =3.32, SD =

1.06) on the strain-based

subscale (t(341)= .63, g = .26, one-tailed).
Behavior-based conflict. There was no significant difference between the mean
scores o f the high school APs with children in the household

(M = 2.79, SD = .48) those

with no children in the household (M = 2.82, SD = .52) on the behavior-based subscale
(t(341 )=-.42, g =.34. one-tailed).
Socioeconomic Status o f High Schools
Hypothesis 3: High school assistant principals serving in low SES schools
experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals
serving in either medium or high SES schools.
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Time-based conflict. There was no statistically significant difference in reported
conflict levels among the APs across the three SES groups on the time-based subscale
(F(2,340)= 1.12, p =.31). Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations on the timebased subscale for each o f the SES groups.
Strain-based conflict. There was no significant difference in reported conflict
levels among the APs across the three SES groups on the strain-based subscale
(F(2,340)=.47, p =.62). Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations on the strainbased subscale for each o f the SES groups.
Behavior-based conflict. There was no significant difference in reported conflict
levels among the APs across the three SES groups on the behavior-based subscale
(F(2,340)=l .30, p =.27). Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations on the
behavior-based subscale for each o f the SES groups.
Urban Classification
Hypothesis 4: Urban high school assistant principals experience a greater degree
o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals from either
rural, city, or suburban schools.
Time-based conflict. There was no statistically significant difference in reported
conflict levels among the APs across the four location classification groups on the timebased subscale (F(3,339)=l .37, p =.25). Table 4 presents the means and standard
deviations on the time-based subscale for each o f the four location classifications.
Strain-based conflict. There was no significant difference in reported conflict
levels among the APs across the four location classification groups on the strain-based
subscale (F(3,339)=l .90, p =. 13). Table 4 presents the means and standard deviations
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Table 3
M eans and Standard Deviations on Each Subscale o f Work-to-Familv Conflict for High
School Assistant Principals bv SES
Hypothesis 3: High school assistant principals serving in high SES schools
experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals
serving in either medium or low SES schools.

Work-to-Family Conflict Subscales
n

Time-based

Strain-based

Behavior-based

239

3.54 (.77)

3.33 (.97)

2.90 (.64)

Medium SES

79

3.69 (.65)

3.40 (.70)

2.88 (.64)

High SES

25

3.57 (.70)

3.49 (.88)

3.11 (.70)

Low SES

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
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Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations on Each Subscale o f Work-to-Familv Conflict for High
School Assistant Principals bv School Location
Hypothesis 4: Urban high school assistant principals experience a greater degree
o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant principals from either
rural or suburban schools.

Work-to-Family Conflict Subscales
n

Time-based

Strain-based

Urban

78

3.60 (.79)

3.41 (.80)

2.94 (.74)

Suburban

64

3.42 (.67)

3.13 (.81)

2.84 (.67)

City

177

3.61 (.76)

3.39 (.98)

2.92 (.58)

Rural/Town

23

3.71 (.67)

3.57 (.81)

2.99 (.72)

Behavior-bas

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
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on the strain-based subscale for each o f the four location classifications.
Behavior-based conflict. There was no significant difference in reported conflict
levels among the APs across the four location classification groups on the behavior-based
subscale (F(3,339)=2.06, p =.04). Table 4 presents the means and standard deviations on
the behavior-based subscale for each o f the four location classifications.
Years o f Experience
Hypothesis 5: High school assistant principals with three years or less experience
in that position experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high
school assistant principals who have more than three years o f experience in that position.
Time-based conflict. There was no statistically significant difference between the
mean scores o f high school APs with three years or less experience

(M = 3.69, SD = .76) and those with four or more years o f experience in that position (M
= 3.51, SD = .72) on the time-based conflict subscale (t(341)=2.14, p =.02, one-tailed).
Strain-based conflict. There was no significant difference between the mean
scores o f high school APs with three years or less experience
(M = 3.47, SD = 1.12) and those with four or more years o f experience in that position

(M = 3.29, SD = .75) on the strain-based conflict subscale (t(3 4 1)=1.71. p =.04, one
tailed).
Behavior-based conflict. There was no significant difference between the mean
scores o f high school APs with three years or less experience (M = 2.88, SD = .53) and
those with four or more years o f experience in that position

(M = 2.76, SD = .49) on the

behavior-based conflict subscale (t(341)=2.06, p =.02, one-tailed).
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N um ber o f Assistant Principals
Hypothesis 6: High school assistant principals who serve alone in a building
experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant
principals working in schools with two or more assistant principals.
Time-based conflict. There was no statistically significant difference between the
mean scores o f high school APs serving alone (M = 3.60, SD = .77) and those serving
with at least one other assistant principal

(M = 3.57, SD = .73) on the time-based conflict

subscale (t(341)=.27, p =.39, one-tailed).
Strain-based conflict. There was no significant difference between the mean
scores o f high school APs serving alone
one other assistant principal

(M = 3.38, SD =

1.07) and those with at least

(M = 3.35, SD = .84) on the strain-based conflict subscale

(t(3 4 1)=,30, p =.38, one-tailed).
Behavior-based conflict. There was no significant difference between the mean
scores o f high school APs serving alone

(M = 2.78, SD = .49) and those serving with at

least one other assistant principal (M = 2.82, SD = .51) on the behavior-based conflict
subscale (t(341)=-.58, p =.28, one-tailed).
Job Duties
Hypothesis 7: High school assistant principals who are primarily responsible for
student discipline or who manage the student activities program experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than high school assistant principals
with other job responsibilities.
Time-based conflict. There was no statistically significant difference in reported
conflict levels among the APs across the four job duty groups on the time-based subscale
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(F(3,339)=2.88, £ =.04). Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations on the timebased subscale for each o f the four job duty groups.
Strain-based conflict. There was no significant difference in reported conflict
levels among the APs across the four job duty groups on the strain-based subscale
(F(3,339)=3.02, g =.03). Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations on the
strain-based subscale for each o f the four job duty groups.
Behavior-based conflict. There was no significant difference in reported conflict
levels among the APs across the four job duty groups on the strain-based subscale
(F(3.339)=.08, g =.97). Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations on the strainbased subscale for each o f the four job duty groups.
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Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations on Each Subscale o f Work-to-Familv Conflict for High
School Assistant Principals bv Job Duties
Hypothesis 7: High school assistant principals who are primarily responsible for
student discipline or who manage the student activities program experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than high school assistant principals
with other job responsibilities.

Work-to-Family Conflict Subscales

Student
Discipline
Student
Activities
Both Discipline
and Activities
Other Job
Duties

n

Time-based

Strain-based

Behavior-based

197

3.56 (.72)

3.38 (.93)

2.93 (.65)

38

3.79 (.89)

3.57(1.19)

2.93 (.54)

31

3.79 (.76)

3.56 (.80)

2.84 (.67)

77

3.43 (.65)

3.12 (.66)

2.87 (.68)

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary, Discussion, Implications
This study examined perceptions o f work to-family conflict with a stratified
random sample o f 500 high school assistant principals (APs) drawn from three
M idwestern states. Data were gathered through a written survey modified from Stephens
and Som m er’s (1996) instrument to fit an educational setting. Three hundred forty-three
useable surveys were returned (68.6%). The dependent variables were (a) time-based
conflict, (b) strain-based conflict, and (c) behavior-based conflict. Independent variables
were gender, children at home, school SES, school location, years o f AP experience,
number o f APs in a given building, and job description. Statistical analyses included
t-tests and one-way analyses o f variance (ANOVAs). With one exception, a finding that
female APs tend to experience a greater degree o f work-to-family strain-based conflict
than do male APs, the results o f this study provided no support for the proposition that
levels o f work-to-family conflict differ significantly as a result o f AP gender, family
composition, experience, school location, number o f AP colleagues, or specific job
description.
General Observations
Before proceeding to a discussion o f each o f the research hypotheses, two general
observations are in order.
Low Overall Report o f Conflict
One surprising result o f this study was that the overall conflict levels reported by
participating high school APs were as low as they were. The existing research on both
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AP and work-to-family conflict suggests that the scores would be higher. However, the
scores reported here only ranged from 2.22 to 4.45 on a 5-point Lickert scale, none
reaching 5.00. The scores related to behavior-based conflict were especially low,
peaking at 3.41.
There are at least three possible reasons why this may have occurred. First, the
findings o f this study may be affected by the limitations o f this study. The study sample
may not be truly representative o f the population o f APs. There is a possibility that those
most stressed by their jobs may not have had the time or inclination to respond to the
survey.
Second, the stated limitation o f the Stephens and Sommer (1996) study was that
their survey instrument might not be generalizeable across all professional occupations.
Although modifications were made to address education in particular, flaws may well
remain with the instrument used in this study.
Finally, perhaps educators, high school APs in particular, possess experiential
filters or talents that are congruous with both the work and home environments.
Educators enter the profession and are employed by schools because o f the unique filters
or talents they possess. They enter the career not only because o f their intrinsic desire to
teach others, but also because they have the necessary people skills to work with
individual personalities. Because APs spend their days in varying situations with diverse
types o f people, it may be that these filters or talents work to bridge the gap between the
home and work place. Particular evidence o f this might be seen in the fact that the lowest
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reported mean scores in this study were found in response to questions about behaviorbased conflict (M = 2.80, SD = .65).
Importance o f Non-Statisticallv Significant Findings
The fact that the findings o f this study fall short o f statistical significance does not
necessarily argue that they are without meaning. There is often a tendency in educational
research to equate importance with statistical significance, a bias that can be misleading
(Sterling, Rosenbaum, & Weinkam, 1995). Sometimes it is as useful to know that given
phenom ena do not vary significantly as it is to know that they do.
Discussion
Gender
Hypothesis 1: Female high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f
work-to-family conflict than do male high school assistant principals.
This study found that while both male and female APs experience similar degrees
o f time-based and behavior-based conflict, female APs experience a greater degree o f
strain-based work-to-family conflict than do their male counterparts.
This finding was expected. Marshall (1992) found that there was a greater impact
o f role conflict for female than for male APs. The literature also suggests that males will
experience work-to-family conflict because o f work demands while females will
experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict because they place simultaneous
priority on both work and family roles.
A second consideration might be the proportion o f females in this study. The
research suggests that females are more likely to report higher strain-based conflict than
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are males because o f their dual commitments to work and home. This proved out in the
original Stephens and Sommer survey in 1996, in which 72% o f the 573 respondents
were female. In this survey, however, 71% o f the respondents were male and that may
have contributed to the absence o f male-female differences in the strain-based and
behavior-based scales.
It may be o f some interest to note that female APs had a higher mean score on 9
o f the 10 items on the time-based scale. While not statistically significant, this may
indicate that female APs feel time does impact their ability to fulfill both the duties o f an
AP and their obligations in the home. This does not mean that time does not impact male
APs. Male APs had a higher mean score on the research question that asked if work took
up time that should have been spent with family. This may indicate that males do
recognize both their commitments to work and their commitments to their family.
Family Composition
Hypothesis 2: High school assistant principals with children at home experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals with no children in
the home.
This study found no statistically significant evidence that APs experience
differing degrees o f work-to-family conflict as a result o f the composition o f their
families.
At one level, this finding was expected. Time is finite and every moment spent at
work is a moment less that can be spent with one’s own family, regardless o f family
composition. Schools are also human enterprises and APs are involved in activities that
are emotionally taxing. The AP is focused on problem discovery and resolution, and it
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can be difficult for some assistant principals to set aside work-related issues when they go
home.
At another level, this finding was a surprise. Eagle, Incenogle, Maes, and Miles
(1998) found that the presence o f children contributes to work-to-family conflict.
W allace (1999) found that women with children in the home might be overloaded
compared to fathers with or without children in the home or women without children in
the home because they assume a greater share o f household labor and childcare. This
study did not confirm those findings among high school APs.
One interesting finding was that the presence o f children had a mitigating effect
on the level o f work-to-family conflict in the home. Both males and females without
children in the home reported higher work-to-family conflict levels than did APs with
children in the home when responding to questions asking if work kept them away from
their family more than they would like. Female APs with no children in the home had
higher mean scores on several items than did male and female APs with children in the
home. The presence o f children may be a mediating variable in coping with strain-based
conflict. Another interesting finding was that female APs, both with and without children
present in the home, found themselves more irritable at home because o f the work
dem ands and reported more difficulty relaxing than did male APs.
The findings o f this study raise some interesting questions. The results
simultaneously support some o f the AP literature yet contradict previous research on the
impact the presence o f children has on working adults in other fields.
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SES
Hypothesis 3: High school assistant principals serving in low SES schools experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals in either medium or
high SES schools.
This study found no statistically significant evidence that APs experience
differing degrees o f work-to-family conflict as a result o f the socioeconomic status (SES)
o f the schools they serve.
School Location
Hypothesis 4: Urban high school assistant principals experience a greater degree o f
work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals from either rural or suburban schools.
This study found no statistically significant evidence that APs experience
differing degrees o f work-to-family conflict as a result o f the location o f the schools they
serve.
When examining the individual mean scores on the survey, it was a surprise to
find that rural high school APs reported higher mean scores when taking into account
school location. While not statistically significant, rural high school APs had higher
mean scores on 9 o f the 10 items on the strain-based conflict scale. Assistant principals
from small schools often work during the day as the school disciplinarian as well as
handle the duties o f the athletic director. These same individuals must also spend nights
and weekends back at school supervising athletic competitions and school activity events.
In effect, this puts the AP in charge o f orchestrating the general operations o f the school.
Suburban APs had the lowest mean scores on 9 o f the 10 strain-based conflict
scale questions. One explanation o f this might be that, while suburban schools may have
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higher expectations placed upon them by their constituents, they tend to have more
money available to fund their educational programs. This may include more money
available to provide additional instructional and administrative staff support where tasks
may be shared and less burdensome for APs.
Years o f Experience
Hypothesis 5: High school assistant principals with three years or less experience may
experience a greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do high school assistant
principals with more than three years experience in that position.
This study found no statistically significant evidence that APs experience
differing degrees o f work-to-family conflict as a result o f years o f experience.
It should be noted that APs with three years or less experience had higher mean
scores on 24 o f 27 items in the survey, including higher scores on all 10 o f the time-based
questions and on 8 o f the 10 strain-based questions. They also had higher mean scores on
6 o f the 7 items on the behavior-based scale. Though these results fell short o f statistical
significance, they do offer some support for work place socialization theory.
Socialization theory predicts that individuals in the encounter stage o f job socialization
experience stress and frustration as they attempt to make sense o f their new work roles
and surroundings.
Overall, it makes sense, though, that there would be no significant difference.
The demands placed upon the high school AP do not differ based upon years o f
experience. It is a very difficult choice to return to school for an evening obligation at the
expense o f missing an activity in which one’s child is participating. However, experience
gives us unique coping skills in how to deal with these unending demands. Several
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respondents indicated that they brought their spouse and children to school events in the
evening so that they could fulfill both family and work roles. As one AP wrote, “When
my children were young, I was able to survive the assistant principalship by bringing my
children to games with me”.
N um ber o f APs Assigned to a Given Building
Hypothesis 6: High school assistant principals who serve alone in a building experience a
greater degree o f work-to-family conflict than do assistant principals working in schools
with two or more assistant principals.
This study found no statistically significant evidence that APs experience
differing degrees o f work-to-family conflict as a result o f the number o f APs working in a
given building.
It might be easy to assume that APs serving alone would experience a greater
degree o f time-based work-to-family conflict. They are responsible for all the day-to-day
AP responsibilities as well as for a majority o f the evening activities. While the results
were not statistically significant, it is no surprise to find that APs serving alone had
higher mean scores on 6 o f the 10 items o f the time-based scale.
It is interesting, however, to note that APs serving with at least one other AP had
higher mean scores on 6 o f the 10 questions relating to strain-based conflict. This finding
could be possible because an AP working alone is accountable only to the building
principal. The AP is able to operate in the areas o f attendance and student discipline in
an autonomous manner. However, APs who work with other APs in a team setting may
find themselves working with differing philosophies or approaches to attendance and
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discipline. The strain may come from having to coordinate activities and behaviors with
team members or from the feeling that their actions are scrutinized by team members.

Job Responsibilities
Hypothesis 7: High school principals who are primarily responsible for student discipline
or who manage the student activities program experience a greater degree o f work-tofamily conflict than high school assistant principals with other jo b duties.
This study found no statistically significant evidence that APs experience
differing degrees o f work-to-family conflict as a result o f job descriptions or assigned
duties.
This finding was expected. The literature, including the limited literature relative
to athletic directors, describes APs as continually frustrated because o f the lack o f time
needed to meet their increasing job duties and lack o f time with family.
When looking at individual mean scores, high school APs responsible for student
activities had the highest mean scores for 7 o f the 10 items on the time-based scale. The
range o f these mean scores was 3.38 to 4.45. It appears that APs responsible for student
activities felt strongly that time spent back at work was at the expense o f their family
(M = 4.45. SD = .88). APs responsible for student activities, because o f their evening
commitments, felt that their relationships with family were impacted. This notion
supports the arguments o f the 68.5% o f the administrators in Bruckner's (1996) study
who felt that night activities had a negative effect on their children.
It was no surprise to find that APs with jo b duties other than student discipline
and student activities reported the lowest levels o f work-to-family conflict. That they had
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the lowest mean scores on all 10 o f the time-based scale may indicate that they have more
control over their time, both during school hours and evening hours. They also had the
lowest mean scores on 9 o f the 10 items on the strain-based scale. That may be the result
o f their limited contact with students and parents in disciplinary situations.
However, it would appear that APs responsible for other job duties may have
more difficulty than the others in making the switch between desired behaviors between
work and home. APs with other job duties had the highest mean scores on two questions
(#15 and #27) that asked respondents about effective behavior from work being
transferred and being equally effective at home as a spouse and parent. One possible
explanation for this behavior may come from the nature o f their job responsibilities. APs
with jo b duties other than discipline or activities tend to act as middle managers. They
may be responsible solely for curriculum and instruction, pupil personnel/guidance
services, special education, or some other limited area. In these positions they may be in
more o f a position o f telling subordinates what to do and how to do it. These APs may
have different deadlines and responsibilities that may influence their behavior on the job.
Reasoner (1995) posits the notion that administrators tend to adopt a more directive
managerial style when they feel things are out o f control. This may account for the this
particular finding.
Implications
Some readers may be likely to interpret the results o f this study as a failure since
they did not produce statistically significant evidence in support o f the hypotheses. To
conclude that, however, might be an error.
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Such a conclusion assumes that high school APs do, indeed, experience high
levels o f work-to-family conflict and that flaws in this study made it impossible to
accurately detect those conflict levels. That may, indeed, be the case, but there are at
least three other possibilities worth considering.
One possibility is that the instrument is adequate and that high school APs
actually do not experience the same high levels o f work-to-family conflict that people
experience in other professions. If that is the case, another study might be done with the
same instrument to see if the results can be confirmed. Replication seems necessary in
the face o f the literature both on APs and on work-to-family conflict in the larger world.
Another possibility is that the instrument is adequate, but work-to-family conflict
levels were not particularly high among this particular sample o f high school APs in the
Midwest. To explore this possibility, the study should be replicated with a larger sample
drawn from a larger geographic area.
A third possibility is that the instrument is adequate, but - as suggested in the
limitations outlined earlier in this dissertation - those most stressed by their jobs may
have declined to fill out the survey, thus masking the reality. If that is the case, another
study might be done, but more attention should be given to raising the response rate in
order to draw in those less likely to take the time to complete the survey.
On the other hand, if we accept the assumption that the literature suggests, which
is that APs do experience high levels o f work-to-family conflict, then the instrument may
be flawed. In that case, there are at least three more implications for research.
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The first is that the study should be done again, but either this instrument should
be significantly modified with a specific intent to more comprehensively capture
educational workplace experiences or a completely new instrument should be developed.
A second implication might be that a blended qualitative and quantitative
approach should be taken. Qualitative research is appropriate for an exploratory study. It
is recommended that the researcher use this approach to generate appropriate survey
questions to more accurately measure the time-based, strain-based, and behavior-based
conflict experienced by high school APs in a quantitative format.
A third implication to investigate might be that it is too early in this area o f
research for any quantitative measure to be accurate. Sterling, Rosenbaum, and
W einkam (1995) suggest that numerous replications o f an experiment often yield a
negative result. However, one o f these replications may also yield a significant result by
chance. Numerous replications o f this study using different samples may simply indicate
that high school assistant principals are unique and do not experience work-to-family
conflict in the same ways as do other professionals. Further research would then be
warranted to determine the reasons why high school APs differ from other professionals
relative to work-to-family conflict.
Lastly, once suitability o f this instrument has been confirmed or its weaknesses
have been identified and corrected, this line o f inquiry might be further extended by
exam ining the level o f work-to-family conflict o f middle school assistant principals. This
proposed study might be conducted in order to provide information about the impact o f
organizational structure o f the middle school philosophy as it relates to the level o f work-
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to-family conflict o f middle level APs. Such a study may also identify any differences o f
work-to-family conflict between middle level and high school APs resulting from the
strains o f working with a particular age group o f students or the size and the nature o f the
activities program.
Home and work are intimately connected. At some point in time, it may be useful
to examine home-to-work conflict. This could expand the knowledge base regarding the
broader topic o f work-family conflict by examining to what extent, if any, pressure from
the spouse and/or children affects decisions APs make in the work domain. A study of
this nature could support previous research that found women will make decisions that
will favor the family domain. This research may contradict previous research that found
men will make decisions that favor the work domain at the expense of the family (Bielby
& Bielby, 1989; Campbell & Campbell, 1994; Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985).
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Work-to-Familv Conflict Survey for
High School Assistant Principals
Demographic Information:
(1) Sex:
1. Male
2. Female

(2) Marital Status
1. Never Married
2. Living with someone
3. Married
4, Divorced
5. Separated
6. Widowed

(3) Children
1.
2. At Home (NB to age 8)
3. At Home (age 9 to 18)
4. Mixed Ages (NB to 18)
5. Mixed Ages (13 to Grown Child)
6. Grown Children

(4) School Characteristics:
Student E nrollm ent:_____________ Grade C onfiguration:___________________(ex. 9-12)
SES (percent of free/reduced lunch)________________________ %
(5)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Population o f School Location:
large urban city, more than 750,000
small urban city, 150,000 to 749,999
suburban, related to a city of 150,000 or larger
large city, 25,000 to 149,999, distinct from metro area
small city, 5,000 to 24,999, distinct from metro area
town under 5,000 or rural

(6)

Number of years experience as an Assistant Principal (AP)?___________

(7)

Number of AP’s assigned in your building?

___________

(8)

W hat amount of time during a typical day do you spend
with student discipline?

____________ %

(9)

W hat amount of time during a typical day do you spend
managing the student activity program?

____________ %
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II.

Work/Family Conflict

Please answ er the following questions using the following scale:
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither Disagree nor Agree
4. Agree
5. Strongly Agree
(10) My work keeps me from my family
more than I’d like.

1

(11) Because my work is so demanding,
I am often irritable at home.
(12) The problem-solving approaches I
use in my job are effective in
resolving problems at home.
(13) My work takes up time that I should
be spending with my family.
(14) I often feel the strain o f attempting
to balance my responsibilities at
work and at home.
(15) The things I do that make me
effective at work also help me to be
a better parent.

No
Children

(16) The time I must devote to my job
does not keep me from completing
household responsibilities.
(17) The time demands of my job make it
1
difficult for me to maintain the kind of
relationship with my spouse that I would like.

5

No
Spouse

(18) I find m yself in conflict with my
spouse on how to discipline my
children at home.

5

Not
Applicable

1
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
N either Disagree nor Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

(19) The time I must devote to my job
does not keep me from participating
in activities with my children.

1

2

3

4

5

No
C hildren

(20) The time demands of my job make it
difficult for me to maintain the kind
of relationship with my children that
I would like.

1

2

3

4

5

No
C hildren

(21) Behavior that is effective and
necessary at work would be counter
productive at home.

1

3

4

5

(22) I generally have enough
time to fulfill my potential both in
my career and as a parent.

1

3

4

5

(23) My job makes it difficult for me to
relax when I am away from work.

1

3

4

5

3

4

5

2

2

2

(24) I act differently in responding to
interpersonal problems at work
than I do at home.

No
C hildren

(25) I generally have enough
time to fulfill my potential both in my
career and as a spouse.

1

2

3

4

5

No
Spouse

(26) The emotional demands of my job
make it difficult for me to maintain
the kind of relationship with my
spouse that I would like.

1

2

3

4

5

No
Spouse

4

5

No
Spouse

(27) The things that I do that make me
effective at work also help me to be
a better spouse.

3
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1.
2.
3.
4.
3.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
N either Disagree nor Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree

(28) I am not able to act the same at
home as at work.

1

2

3

4

5

(29) My work takes up time that I’d like
to spend with family.

1

2

3

4

5

(30) The emotional demands o f my job
make it difficult for me to maintain
the kind o f relationship with my
children that I would like.

No
Children

(31) My family dislike how often
I am preoccupied with my work
while I am at home.

1

2

3

4

5

(32) My work takes up time that I’d like
to spend with friends.

1

2

3

4

5

(33) I often have to miss important family
or social events because o f my job.

1

2

3

4

5

(34) I am sometimes angry or irritable at
home because o f things that happen
at work.

1

2

3

4

5

(35) My friends dislike how often
I am preoccupied with my work
while I am at home.

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

(36) The time I must devote to my job
does not keep me from participating
in activities with my spouse.

1

No
Spouse

T h an k you for your assistance. If you would like to receive the results of this study,
please e-mail me your e-mail address. I will provide you with an e-mail sum m ary in
July.
(sasplea@ esu7.org)
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Columbus

i&cljool

2200 26th S T R E E T
C O L U M B U S. N EB R A SK A 6 8 6 0 1 -2G9X
402-563-7050
TAX 402-563-7058

Robert ) . D ierm an
Principal
Stephen G. A splcaf
A ssistant Principal
Brad H ansen
A ssistant Principal

May, 2000
Dear Colleague:
I would like the benefit of your professional experience and IS minutes of your time) 1am an assistant
principal at Columbus High School, Columbus, NE and I would like your assistance in completing the
research to complete my doctoral program. The purpose of my doctoral study is to explore the level of
work-to-family conflict of the high school assistant principal. Very tittle research has been conducted on
the assistant principalship, much less work-to-family conflict of the assistant principal. May 1count on you
to complete this survey today?
The attached booklet contains the Work-to-Familv Conflict Survey for High School Assistant Principals
survey. You have been randomly selected to be part of my sample population Com the states of Nebraska,
Iowa or Illinois. I would like you to respond to the items within the instrument Your flank responses,
based upon your perceptions of work-to-family conflict will assess f-e level of work-to-family conflict
experienced by high school assistant principals. Your responses will be completely anonymous.
INSTRUCTIONS: The questionnaire will require you to provide specific information or a rating on a 5point Liken Scale. Based upon your family composition (marital status, number of children, etc), you may
circle ao spouse or no children, as appropriate. Family is defined as a group of individuals "who are
interested in one another due to dependence, obligation or duty, love, caring or cooperation. This is to
include your parents and/or siblings if you are or are not married. Please respond to all questions.
When completed with the study, please return the survey in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope.
You will also need to return the enclosed postcard separately. This will allow me to keep track of surveys
that have been returned, as well as guarantee your anonymity.
Thank you for your time and assistance in completing this worthwhile study. Results of this study will be
shared with your state association and may be published in your association newsletter.
Sincerely,

Mr. Stephen G. Aspleaf
Assistant Principal
home: 402/564-8559
w ort 402/563-7050
fin: 402/563-7058
e-mail: sasplea@esu7.org

North Central Association - 1912
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May 30, 2000
Dear Colleague:
Recently I sent to you a copy o f my doctoral research instrument, W ork-toFamilv Conflict o f High School Assistant Principals. May I count on you to
return this survey at your earliest convenience? I would like to have at least
a 70% response rate in completing my analysis.
If you have completed and returned the survey, let me offer my sincerest
thank you for your time and assistance. The comments offered by several
o f our colleagues has been very supportive in conducting a study o f this
nature.
If you need another copy o f the survey and/or you would like to receive a
summary o f my study this summer, please feel free to contact me.
Steve A spleaf_______ e-mail: sasplea@ esu7.org

402/563-7050 (work)
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(C j
C! . i i n n

Miuh

hu

2200 26th ST R E E T
C O L U M B U S . N E B R A SK A 6X 601-2698
402-562-7050
PA X #402-562-7058

May, 2000

Robert I. D ierm an
Principal
S tephen G . A splcaf
A ssistant Principal
C harles V. Francis
A ssistant P rincipal
Brad H ansen
A ssistant Principal

Dear Building Principal:
I am an assistant principal at Columbus High School, Columbus, NE and 1 would like
your assistance in identifying an assistant principal in your building to complete the
enclosed survey instrument The purpose o f my doctoral study is to explore the level of
work-to-family conflict o f the high school assistant principal. I have used a stratified
random sample process and I have identified your school to be part of my Illinois high
school sample. Please pass this survey to an assistant principal in your building who
would be most likely to complete this survey.
I have enclosed a survey instrument and a self-addressed, stamped envelope in order to
facilitate the completion o f this survey. I have also enclosed a letter o f support from the
Illinois Principal’s Association. I am eager to complete this study o f “work-to-family
conflict” o f high school assistant principals. This is a topic that has received little
research and I hope to increase the knowledge base in the areas of assistant principalship
research and work-family conflict research.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this survey. Thank you
for your assistance and cooperation.
Sincerely,

Mr. Stephen G. Aspleaf
Assistant Principal

Noah Central Association - 1912
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Letters o f Support from the Executive Directors of:
Illinois Principal’s Association
Nebraska Council o f School Administrators
School Administrators o f Iowa
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Illinois Principals Association
DEDICATED TO IMPROVEMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
1610 S. Sixth Street • Springfield, Illinois 62703 • Telephone (2 1 7 )5 2 5 -1 3 8 3
web site: www.vsat.com/ipa/ • e-mail: ilprincipals@mcleodusa.net • FAX (217) 525-7264

EXECUTIVE O O E C T O fl
Davtd W Turner

o re c T o n
Juto R. Wafchart

associa te

August 23,1999

GENERAL COUNSEL
0rtan 0. Schwartz
FELD DIRECTORS
John A. Ourth
Frad W. Sto0a(on
PRE SCENT
J. Richard Sfcohr
CarftwMa

Steve Asp leaf, Assistant Principal
Columbus High School
203 S. Calle Colombo
Columbus, NE 68601
Dear Steve,

PRESCENT-ELECT
P«dJ.Mfculc*
Muwflmto
SECRETARY
W a J. Mayor

I find the subject o f your doctoral study, "The Work/Family
Conflict o f High School Assistant Principals" to be an interesting and

UttMn

t r ea su r e r

Richard A. KuMAa
Mount Storing

timely one. Your findings will help the Illinois Principals Association to
better serve the large number o f Assistant Principals who are members.

MCDMTE PAST PflESOtKT
M ktW l&M inM cM

°- “n",c*y

Illinois has a very significant number o f "career" Assistant Principals who
have clearly defined important difficult and time-consuming positions.
They do not view their jobs simply as stepping-stones to the Principal's
chair.
I am pleased that you are including Illinois in your research and I
am certain that you will find our Assistant Principals to be most
cooperative subjects.
For the Association,

Dpvid W. Turner
Executive Director
DT/ap
Affiliated with the Department of Educational Administration of Illinois State University
The National Association of Elementary School Principals/ The National Association of Secondary School Principals
The Illinois Statewide School Management Alliance
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Nebraska Association o( Elementary School Principals
Nebraska Association o( School Administrators
Nebraska Association of School Business Officials
Nebraska Association of Special Education Supervisors
Nebraska State Association of Secondary School Principals

Nebraska Council of School Adm inistrators

455 So. 11th Street, Suite A » Lincoln, Nebraska 68506-2105 • 402/476-B055 or 800793-6272 « FAX 402/476-7740
JorTy L Seflentln, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Web Site:
www.ncsa.org

Lane Plugge, P hi).
Chairperson

Michael S. Dulaney, J.O.
Associate Executive Director

Mary Drew, hLA.
Vice Chairperson

July 29,1999

Steve Aspleaf, Assistant Principal
Columbus High School
203 S Calk Colombo
Columbus, NE 68601
Dear Steve:
The purpose of this letter is to support your doctoral study on T h e Work/Family Conflict of
High School Assistant Principals.”
This topic has much interest not only with schools, but within communities. The information
you obtain will be very helpful to have a better understanding of work/family conflicts. I would
encourage high school assistant principals to respond to the survey you will be providing This
will provide more information, not only for your doctoral study, but also other studies that will
be a follow-up because of the importance of this subject
Steve, you are to be congratulated for working on you doctoral degree, and having a topic that is
of importance to administrators, teachers, parents, and the community. I hope you will use this
letter as a motivator for assistant principals to respond to your survey, and it NCSA can be of any
other help do not hesitate to contact me.
Best regards,

r f o f y L.fcHentin, Ph-D.
Executive Director
JLSac

The atisdoa of tte Nctxwka Owed! of School Adoinktrucn (NCSA) Is to tie • leads far quality edmdao
* * w * k —— M Bftlooe iswnlnt for ell cMdwn/yowfc wd IB«ah«nn« t i prof—k)o«ikm of In n m tm .
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school administrators of iowa
Ragancy W aat S. SuNa 140
4500 W u lo w n Parkway, Boa 65578
Waat Oaa Mokiaa. k m 5026S-0S78
P in n a (515) 224-3370 • F u (SIS) 224-3372

August, 1999

Dear Colleague:
Steve Aspleaf, assistant high school principal from Columbus, Nebraska (and a lormer
Iowan) Is doing his doctoral study on “The Work/Family Conflict of the High School
Assistant Principal.*
We think this is a very Interesting study—especially considering the administrator
shortage that Is plaguing states nationwide (Including Iowa).
Steve has promised SAI a copy of the study once it Is completed. We will share the
results with our members in an upcoming newsletter or perhaps at one o( our
conferences during this next school year.
Enclosed Is a survey in conjunction with this study. We are asking you to consider
completing the survey to assist wtth this research effort.
Respectfully,

Executive Director
School Administrators of Iowa

8 S U : servtag a> of Iowa's sducationai •dmrnstrators
A M M *4ti Arxartcan AaaocMon <XSchool M n H sk a k n
IMonal AaocM on si Qamaniary School PiMpala
m tonm I w nrM iinarSscondwy School l*r*idp«l«
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Institutional Review B oard (IRB)
O tlice ol R egulatory Allairs (ORA)
University ol N eb rask a M edical C en ter
Eppley S c ien ce Hall 3018
986810 N eb rask a M edical C en ter
O m a h a. NE 6 8 198-6810
(402) 559-6463
Fax: (402) 559-7845
E-mail: irb o raO u n m c .ed u
http://www unm c.edu/irb

University
of Nebraska

May 15, 2000

Mr. Stephen Aspleaf
Columbus High School
2200 26th St
Columbus, NE 68601
IRB#: 231-00-EX
TITLE OF PROTOCOL: Work-to-Familv Conflict of High School Assistant Principals
Dear Mr. Aspleaf:
The IRB has reviewed your Exemption Form for the above-titled research project
According to the information provided, this project is exempt under 45 CFR 46:101b,
category 2. You are therefore authorized to begin the research.
It is understood this project will be conducted in full accordance with all applicable
sections of the IRB Guidelines. It is also understood that the IRB will be immediately
notified of any proposed changes that may affect the exempt status of your research
project
Please be advised that the IRB has a maximum protocol approval period of five years
from the original date of approval and release. If this study continues beyond the five
year approval period, the project must be resubmitted in order to maintain an active
approval status.
Sincerely,

Ernest D. Prentice, Ph.D.
Co-Chair, IRB

Iw

U rn *r * * t

N»Or**k* L naX n

U nwarwy <* N W n s k .

O w

U nvw M y ol f ta tr a f c a « O m M

U n r » w y d N a b r u k . .< K w m n
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Descriptive Statistics by Gender

Time-Based Conflict Question #

Male

Female

10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
29.
32.
33.
36.

4.05(.92)
3.93(.90)
3.33(1.17)
3.13(1.22)
3.17(1.15)
3.26(1.16)
3.97(.83)
3.67(.94)
3.24(1.14)
3.24(1.10)

4.26(.88)
3.96(.97)
3.68(1.19)
3.61(1.09)
3.24(1.29)
3.29(1.21)
3.90(1.05)
3.82(1.10)
3.40(1.23)
3.49(1.14)

3.28(1.11)
3.85(1.09)
3.37(1.21)
3.21(1.23)
3.16(1.23)
3.13(1.13)
3.18(1.08)
3.22(1.06)
3.41(1.04)
2.76(1.00)

3.52(1.19)
3.98088)
3.55(1.12)
3.37(1.14)
3.55(1.24)
3.35(1.23)
3.52(1.26)
3.40(1.10)
3.53(1.15)
3.12(1.15)

2.70095)
2.57(1.00)
2.57(1.29)
2.84(1.06)
2.56(1.04)
2.97(.95)
3.28(1.09)

2.63(1.18)
2.77(1.22)
2.46(1.25)
2.54(1.05)
2.87(1.25)
3.14(1.03)
3.19(1.21)

Strain-B ased Conflict
1 1.
13.
17.
20.
23.
26.
30.
31.
34.
35.

Behavior-Based Conflict
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.
28.
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Descriptive Statistics by Family Composition

Time Question #

Male w/child Female w/child

M w/out

F w/out

10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
29.
32.
33.
36.

3.92(.93)
3.73(.96)
3.10(1.11)
2.86(1.14)
2.90(1.15)
3.05(1.17)
3.82(.85)
3.75(.89)
3.23(1.17)
3.12(1.07)

4.13(.91)
4.05(.85)
3.45(1.19)
3.24(1.24)
3.27(1.14)
3.37(1.14)
4.06(.80)
3.62(.96)
3.25(1.13)
3.31(1.12)

4.15094)
3.93(.97)
3.68(1.27)
3.67(.87)
3.17(1.20)
3.38(1.19)
3.89(1.09)
3.85(1.23)
3.30(1.24)
3.51(1.07)

4.39(.78)
4.00(.99)
3.68(1.09)
3.58(1.20)
3.28(1.37)
3.21(1.24)
3.91(1.01)
3.77(.91)
3.52(1.23)
3.47(1.20)

3.09(1.13)
3.62(1.10)
3.16(1.15)
3.07(1.18)
3.05(1.21)
3.18(1.10)
3.16(1.00)
3.19(.94)
3.42(1.10)
2.77(.96)

3.39(1.09)
3.99(1.06)
3.48(1.22)
3.26(1.24)
3.22(1.24)
3.11(1.15)
3.19(1.11)
3.25(1.13)
3.41(1.01)
2.75(1.02)

3.22(1.22)
3.87(.97)
3.40(1.19)
3.36(1.03)
3.25(1.31)
3.00(1.15)
3.35(1.32)
3.25(1.07)
3.30(1.21)
3.02(1.19)

3.89(1.04)
4.11 (.75)
3.67(1.06)
3.37(1.22)
3.91(1.05)
3.64(1.23)
3.63(1.22)
3.59(1.11)
3.82(1.02)
3.25(1.10)

2.69(.87)
2.49(.87)
2.32(1.17)
2.89(1.03)
2.60(1.01)
2.83(.89)
3.38(1.05)

2.71(1.00)
2.61(1.06)
2.65(1.32)
2.82(1.08)
2.54(1.05)
3.04(.97)
3.21(1.11)

2.42(1.13)
2.67(1.21)
2.22(1.17)
2.54(1.00)
2.94(1.33)
2.89(1.01)
3.15(1.25)

2.89(1.20)
2.84(1.23)
2.56(1.29)
2.55(1.11)
2.80(1.15)
3.36(1.01)
3.25(1.16)

Strain Question #
11.
14.
17.
20.
23.
26.
30.
31.
34.
35.
B ehavior Question #
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.
28.
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Descriptive Statistics by SES
Time Question #

Low

Medium

High

10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
29.
32.
33.
36.

4.08(.90)
3.91(,93)
3.39(1.16)
3.22(1.21)
3.12(1.18)
3.25(1.17)
3.92(.93)
3.66(.97)
3.19(1.21)
3.24(1.10)

4 .19(.85)
4.10(.84)
3.56(1.21)
3.25(1.19)
3.48(1.15)
3.31(1.14)
4.00(.83)
3.85(1.00)
3.52(1.05)
3.41(1.15)

4.12(1.17)
3.72(1.06)
3.36(1.32)
3.55(1.19)
3.00(1.30)
3.25(1.26)
4.04(.75)
3.76(1.09)
3.48(1.08)
3.61(1.08)

3.29(1.14)
3.86(1.04)
3.42(1.20)
3.21(1.22)
3.25(1.25)
3.15(1.18)
3.18(1.12)
3.19(1.07)
3.41(1.04)
2.78(1.05)

3.44(1.09)
3.96(1.01)
3.36(1.14)
3.21(1.17)
3.36(1.14)
3.30(1.08)
3.53(1.14)
3.43(1.06)
3.49(1.10)
3.01(.98)

3.60(1.22)
3.92(1.08)
3.54(1.25)
3.70(1.17)
3.20(1.47)
3.22(1.20)
3.35(1.09)
3.63(1.06)
3.64(1.35)
3.16(1.25)

2.68(.98)
2.55(1.03)
2.44(1.26)
2.77(1.08)
2.62(1.10)
3.05(.95)
3.26(1.13)

2.56(1.05)
2.75(1.04)
2.78(1.30)
2.74(1.06)
2.78(016)
2.86(.96)
3.23(1.12)

3.08(1.26)
2.95(1.32)
2.88(1.32)
2.68(.95)
2.52(1.00)
3.13(1.18)
3.32(1.11)

Strain Question #
11.
15.
17.
20.
23.
26.
30.
31.
34.
35.
Behavior Question #
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.
28.
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Descriptive Statistics by School Location
Time Question #

U rban

Suburban

City

Tow n/R ural

10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
29.
32.
33.
36.

4.13(1.02)
3.92C.97)
3.39(1.32)
3.31(1.22)
3.00(1.30)
3.11(1.32)
4.08(.89)
3.81(1.08)
3.48(1.21)
3.49(1.14)

4.09(.96)
3.94(.87)
3.52(1.22)
3.26(1.18)
3.32(1.21)
3.44(1.14)
3.93(.83)
3.66(.98)
3.29(1.22)
3.24(1.10)

4.08(.84)
3.84(.80)
3.27(1.22)
3.18(1.12)
2.95(1.06)
2.93(1.13)
3.77(.96)
3.63(1.06)
2.94(1.15)
3.25(1.04)

4.30(.93)
4.22(.85)
3.30(1.11)
3.12(1.41)
3.39(1.14)
3.29(1.27)
4.22(.67)
4.00(.74)
3.57(1.08)
3.38(1.07)

3.44(1.17)
3.94(1.03)
3.51(1.24)
3.26(1.21)
3.35(1.26)
3.17(1.18)
3.25(1.16)
3.45(1.14)
3.58(1.18)
3.03(1.12)

3.14(1.23)
3.70(1.02)
3.14(1.14)
3.13(1.14)
2.98(1.25)
2.88(1.22)
3.04(1.14)
3.20(1.04)
3.28(1.16)
2.62(1.13)

3.36(1.05)
3.92(1.03)
3.44(1.18)
3.23(1.22)
3.30(1.23)
3.26(1.10)
3.28(1.10)
3.19(1.08)
3.41 (.98)
2.88(.99)

3.52(1.38)
4.00(1.17)
3.67(1.11)
3.72(1.23)
3.52(1.24)
3.52(1.24)
3.89(1.15)
3.57(.84)
3.70(1.11)
2.87(1.06)

2.77(1.19)
2.84(1.28)
2.87(1.45)
2.58(1.12)
2.83(1.17)
2.90(1.15)
3.29(1.13)

2.87(.92)
2.82(1.01)
2.75(1.39)
3.00(1.09)
2.57(1.27)
2.81(.93)
3.30(1.29)

2.63(.93)
2.54(.98)
2.51(1.22)
2.86(1.06)
2.58(1.06)
3.06(.88)
3.27(1.13)

2.64(1.09)
2.52(1.00)
2.19(1.12)
2.60(.96)
2.65(1.09)
3.07(.99)
3.14(1.05)

Strain Question #
11.
16.
17.
20.
23.
26.
30.
31.
34.
35.
Behavior Question #
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.
28.
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Descriptive Statistics by Years of Experience

Time-Based Conflict Question #

< 3 Years

> 4 Years

10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
29.
32.
33.
36.

4 .17(.88)
4.01(.96)
3.62(1.19)
3.38(1.35)
3.23(1.26)
3.38(1.26)
4.10(.85)
3.87(1.00)
3.35(1.25)
3.47(1.20)

4.07(.93)
3.90(.89)
3.31(1.17)
3.17(1.11)
3.15(1.15)
3.20(1.11)
3.86(.91)
3.62(.97)
3.25(1.12)
3.20(1.05)

3.42(1.22)
3.98(1.06)
3.54(1.31)
3.42(1.28)
3.44(1.33)
3.33(1.31)
3.25(1.26)
3.36(1.17)
3.37(1.20)
3.02(1.19)

3.30(1.08)
3.83(1.02)
3.34(1.10)
3.15(1.15)
3.17(1.18)
3.10(1.04)
3.28(1.05)
3.23(1.01)
3.49(.99)
2.77(.95)

2.81(1.15)
2.74(1.15)
2.66(1.38)
2.70(1.08)
2.66(1.15)
3.08(1.07)
3.41(1.15)

2.61 (.93)
2.55(1.00)
2.47(1.21)
2.80(1.06)
2.64(1.06)
2.96(.90)
3.16(1.10)

Strain-Based Conflict
11.
17.
17.
20.
23.
26.
30.
31.
34.
35.

Behavior-Based Conflict
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.
28.
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Descriptive Statistics by Number of APs

Time-Based Conflict Question #

One AP

2 of M ore

10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
29.
32.
33.
36.

4.25(.85)
4.03(.90)
3.38(1.22)
3.07(1.27)
3.31(1.20)
3.27(1.27)
4.13(.84)
3.68(1.00)
3.29(1.20)
3.29(1.20)

4.06(.93)
3.90(.93)
3.44(1.18)
3.32(1.17)
3.13(1.18)
3.26(1.13)
3.88(.91)
3.72(.98)
3.28(1.16)
3.31(1.08)

3.26(1.09)
4.01(.98)
3.43(1.27)
3.41(1.24)
3.19(1.29)
3.19(1.24)
3.25(1.20)
3.20(1.13)
3.42(1.01)
2.79(1.05)

3.38(1.15)
3.84(1.05)
3.41(1.15)
3.18(1.19)
3.30(1.23)
3.19(1.12)
3.27(1.10)
3.30(1.06)
3.46(1.10)
2.89(1.06)

2.72(.93)
2.53(1.01)
2.39(1.24)
2.92(1.10)
2.63(1.13)
2.93(.88)
3.21(1.25)

2.67(1.06)
2.66(1.08)
2.61(1.29)
2.70(1.05)
2.65(1.10)
3.04(1.00)
3.27(1.07)

Strain-B ased Conflict
11.
18.
17.
20.
23.
26.
30.
31.
34.
35.
Behavior-Based Conflict
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.
28.
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Descriptive Statistics by Job Description
Tim e Question #

Discipline

Activities

Disc & Act.

O th er

10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
29.
32.
33.
36.

4.10(.87)
3.88(.93)
3.38(1.21)
3.20(1.26)
3.13(1.19)
3.26(1.17)
3.93(.88)
3.76(.96)
3.32(1.13)
3.27(1.07)

4.18095)
4.11(1.01)
3.61(1.13)
3.38(1.18)
3.21(1.27)
3.36(1.17)
3.92(1.02)
3.76(1.02)
3.63(1.17)
3.58(1.25)

4.45(.85)
4.35088)
3.77(1.01)
3.31(1.26)
3.55(1.24)
3.43(1.30)
4.39(.76)
3.77(.96)
3.48(1.29)
3.37(1.27)

3.96098)
3.84(.8l)
3.34(1.20)
3.29(1.05)
3.13(1.11)
3.15(1.10)
3.83(.87)
3.53(1.05)
2.94(1.15)
3.24(1.09)

3.47(1.12)
3.90(1.03)
3.31(1.23)
3.21(1.21)
3.31(1.24)
3.11(1.16)
3.27(1.14)
3.29(1.06)
3.55(1.05)
2.89(1.07)

3.39(1.08)
3.87(1.17)
3.59(1.21)
3.39(1.31)
3.57(1.19)
3.57(1.12)
3.35(1.05)
3.39(1.17)
3.37(1.13)
3.05(.98)

3.55(1.09)
4.23(1.15)
4.00(1.08)
3.76(1.21)
3.23(1.31)
3.43(1.25)
3.45(1.24)
3.55(1.06)
3.71(1.01)
2.84(1.07)

2.94(1.15)
3.73(.93)
3.36(1.04)
3.03(1.08)
3.04(1.24)
3.07(1.08)
3.12(1.11)
3.07(1.06)
3.10(1.08)
2.71(1.05)

2.69(1.06)
2.60(1.07)
2.54(1.28)
2.84(1.09)
2.56(1.10)
2.99(.97)
3.34(1.07)

2.76(.94)
2.56(1.08)
2.79(1.18)
2.78(1.03)
2.63(1.10)
3.03(.92)
3.18(1.16)

2.52(.89)
2.59(1.05)
2.50(1.40)
2.84(1.19)
2.80(1.19)
3.00(1.00)
3.19(1.30)

2.70(1.03)
2.71(1.06)
2.44(1.25)
2.50(.93)
2.79(1.12)
3.06(1.00)
3.10(1.15)

Strain Question #
11.
19.
17.
20.
23.
26.
30.
31.
34.
35.

Behavior Question #
12.
15.
18.
21.
24.
27.
28.
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